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SUMMARY

Since the occurrence of a devasting cyclone over Darwin in

Decenber 1974, there has been increased interest 1ocal1y in the

fatigue perfornance of naterials and stn¡ctures at high intensity

loads. This research progranme has tested reinforced concrete T-

joints tnder these conditions and forns part of a wider research

progranme at the University of Adelaide into general joint performance.

Previous research on the T-joint has shown that standard

designs used in construction are often weaker than the connected

members unless special precautions are taken. Tests were undertaken

to determine the effect of the load distribution and nagnitude on

the static and fatigue performance of a joint conrnonly used in

practice. The results indicate that it is possible to constnrct a

joint that will maintain a load sufficient to yield the reinforcernent

either to a large static deflection or to at least 40,000 cycles

when tested in fatigue. Variations of the load distribution and

magnitude were formd to have no effect to at least 40,000 load cycles.

Further tests were conducted to determine the effect of variations

of the reinforcement layout, bond length and load distribution. It

was found that these parameters can have a large effect on the

pef,forrnance of the T-joint and that specimens designed in accordance

with Australian Standard AS 1480 Concrete Structures Code may not

perform satisfactorily under static or fatigue loads. With a large

compressive colunn load the perforrnance of some joints was improved

because of increased steel bond strength and reduced tensile stress

on the joint block diagonal.

A complementary theoretical investigation resulted in an

improved nodel to predict joint block cracking. Linear and non-linear



finite element nodels of the T-joint were also developed.

These 3 models were used with varying amounts of success to

predict the performance of the specimens under test.
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GLOSSARY OF TERN,IS AND NOTATION

Defines the terms used to describe the parts
of the T-joint.

The overall depth of the member.

A sinplified description of the joint block
structure in terms of 1 or 2-dinensional members.

One of a possible set of loads/forces which
are applied to the joint or joint block.

)

The ratio of the strength of the joint to the
calculated flexural strength of the beam.

The monent in the bean at the centre of the
joint which will cause the joint block to crack
on the prinary diagonal.

cr

"yield moment (\,) " The nonent in the beam at the centre of the
joint which will cause a plastic hinge to forn
in the joint block or adjacent beam.

"ultìnate moment (I\r) " The naxinum noment that the joint will carry
in terms of the beam moment at the centre of
the joint block.

Additional description of the notation is given in Chapter 3 where it

is first used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When engineers design a reinforced concrete strrrcture they often

assume that if standard reinforcenent details are used the joints aïe as

strong and ductile as the nembers they connect. This assurnption is known

to be incorrect in some circumstances, especially for the T-joint formed

by the connection between a colunn a¡rd a bean. One of the nany examples

of the T-joint occurs in the exterior wa11s of multi-story buildings.

Since the weakness of the T-joint has been recognised there have been

extensive investigations to deternine the nodes of failure and perforrnance

parameters r.rrder static and seismic loads(r)(')(t)(')(to)(tt)(tr) Several

failure nodes were found, the conmon one being diagonal cracking of the

joint block as shown in Figure 1.2. The performance of the joint after

the formation of the crack varied from a rapid collapse to very ductile.

Specimens collapsed due to loss of bond on the reinforcement in the joint

block and inability to forrn a compressive strut on the primary diagonal.

The significance of the failure of the joint(s) depends on the type of

loading and the location of the joint(s) within the structure.

llnder static load the joint must resist the load and relnain visually

acceptable. Thus the fornation of a diagonal crack in the joint block

would often violate service criteria. In practice, only a few cases of

T-joint failure have been observed under static to"d(t). The low number

of failures and the absence of joints which have collapsed is due to the

redistribution of forces within the structure. The loss of stiffness in a

snall number of joints, because of the formation of a crack, can be hidden

because of the redistribution of moment to a stiffer part of the structure.

A joint which subsequently loses strength at a greater deflection is thus

prevented from collapsing. This reduces the risk of collapse of the whole
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structure and rnininises joint damage.

under seisnic loading the joint is subjected to large reversing

forces. To allow the structure to absorb the energy from the earthquake

the joints are designed to tndergo large plastic deformations. The

very severe seisnic loading has resulted in nore failures of T-joints

than have been observed under static loads (tt)(to)(tt) . one of the

design ains is to nininise the plastic defornations in the joint block.

This helps to maintain the strength of the joint and mininise danage.

The appearance of the joint after a severe earthquake is generally of

secondary importance to stTength. The experimental research indicates

that failure of the joint block is often by the formation of diagonal

joint block cracks and subsequent loss of shear strength. Because the

loading is bi-directional the cracks form on both diagonals. cycling

of the load causes rapid disintegration of the joint and a loss of

strength. Bond failure on the steel reinforcing often occurs because of

the degradation of the surrounding concrete and the large steel forces.

Researchers have now determined the najor pararneters which control the

perforrnance of the T-joint wrder static a¡rd seisnic load. This enables

joints to be designed which have greatly improved performance under

static or seisnic loads.

However, the occurrence of a cyclone in Norther¡r Australia which

devastated the City of Darwin has pronpted a large amount of interest in

the fatigue performance of naterials and structures at high intensity

loads. The geographic and demographic distribution of cities and towns

in the cyclonic areas of Australia results in a reduced demand for prine

conmercial land. Thus, nost multi-storey buildings would be less than

5 stories high. Often it is possible to resist the lateral wind load

in the columns rather than by a stiff central core as is done in talI
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slender buildings. For those buildings where the proportion of T-joints

is significant, the T-joint performance could have a large effect on the

overall performance of the structure, although there are no known

failures of T-joints due to wind loading. This may be because of the

brick cladding and rigid interior paner walls which greatly inc.rease

the stiffness over that of the bare frame and reduce the sway of the

building. However, there is an increasing trend to reduce this additional

stiffness for econony which.nay thus result in fatigue failure of the

joints.

0n1y a snall percentage of the cyclones affecting these stïuctures

would be expected to be of such intensity that they would cause danage.

However, during the life of the structure the accumulating damage may

result in collapse. There was no previous knowledge on the perfornance of

the T-joint under fatigue loading other than what could be interpolated

fron the static and seismic performance. Because of the increasing

dependance on the integrity of the building frame and the revived awareness

of the danage caused by cyclones it is irnportant that the fatigue

perfornance of the T-joint and probability of faílure is known.

For a joint to have satisfactory fatigue performance it must have

adequate strength, as for static loading. It is also necessary that the

joint is able to resist this load after many load cycles. Unlike seisnic

loading, the direction of the cyclonic loading nay be patterned and may

not reverse every cycle. Thus the adoption of seismic joint designs to

resist cyclonic fatigue loads rnay result in overdesigned and uneconomic

structures. Conversely, the static design nethods used at present for

cyclonic loading may result in failure.

In order to provide the necessary fatigue design data a research

progranme was begun to study the performance of the T-joint when subjected
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to cyclonic loading. T'he work included in this thesis is a preliminary

investigation to determine sone of the critical design parameters and

to evaluate a reinforcement layout used commonly in practice. These

aims were to be achieved by a testing progranme and a theoretical

analysis. It hras expected that the perforrnnce of the joint trrder

cyclonic loading would be a median of that due to static and seismic

loading. However, because of the preliminary nature of this part of

the work in the overall prograÍlrne it was designed to provide broad

qualitative results and not necessarily detailed quantitative design

reconmendations.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEI\I

The performance of the T-joint under cyclonic or fatigue loading

had not previously been investigated. To obtain information on the

likely fatigue perfornance of the T-joint literature on related topics

was studied. These topics being the performance of the T-joint under

static and seisnic loading and the fatigue perfornance of the joint

corponents.

2.I Static Performance of the T-Joint

T\.rro significant independant investigations have been nade into

the static perfornance of T-joi.nts. Investigations conducted by Taylor,

Clarke and sonervitte(i)(z) in England and Nilsson and Losberg(t) in

Sweden were parts of larger research progranmes on joints conducted in

each of the countries. The tests were sinilar in the type of

experimentation and results obtained. The main points can be sunmarised

as follows:

(1) The characteristic failure node of the T-joint

is the fornation of a crack on the prinary

diagonal (see Figure I.2). The collapse

nechanisn depends on the reinforcement

layout. Collapse can occurf by the shear failure

of the joint block due to the diagonal crack

or by crushing of the concrete parallel to the

diagonal crack(s).

Although the crack may form at a low load the

specinen nay resist an increased load without
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collapsing. Significant bean hinging also

occurs in the more efficient joints.

(2) The static strength efficiency of the T-joint

varies considerably depending on the reinforcement

' layout, amorlrt and anchorage, and load distribution.

The tests show that some reinforcement layouts have

static efficiencies (joint strength/mernber strength)

a.s low as 24 per cent.

(3) The joint forces can be nodelled with a sinplified

force systen. This enables the joint block cracking

load to be predicted.

The relevant results from each of the research progrannes are discussed

further on the following pages.

Figure 2.1 shows T-joints which are typical of those used in the

tests of Nilssor,(t), sonerville(t) and raylo"(') . Each specinen

consisted of a joint block and 3 stubnenbers. The reinforcement hras

varied in each of the specinens. In addition, the tests simulated

different load distributions on the joint by the use of different beam

and colunn'r loads.

Although Nilsson implies that his tests nodelled the connection

between a bridge deck and the supporting waIl his specimens only had a

200 nn thick joint b1ock. It is expected these narrow specimens would

give a conservative result corpared to a wider joint. The specinens

tested by Sonervitte(t) and Taylor(') r{ere meant to nodel an external

beam-column joint in a building frame and were sinilar in size to those

used by Nilsson.
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The specinens tested by Nilsson contained no shear steel in the

joint block or mernbers. Horvevet, those tested by Somerville and Taylor

contained a snall amount. 0n1y one ligature was within the joint block,

the rest $rere evenly spaced at a distance eqr¡a1 to the depth of the

colunn (6 run Q ligatures at 145 run c.c. throughout the colunn). Because

the anor.nt of shear steel is snall it may be assurned to be unreinforced

against shear in the joint b1ock.

In the following discussion the members of both types of T-joint

are defined such that the column is the continuous member a¡rd the beam

is truncated at the joint block.

Nilsson and Taylor show that the diagonal joint block crack is a

result of the shear stresses applied to the joint block by the connected

members (see Figurc I.2). Although cracking of the joint would often be

regarded as a failure, partícularly with strict serviceability criteria,

Sonerville and Nilsson have shown that often the joints can carry an

increased load (see Figure 2.I). In those specinens which did not

collapse in the joint block, hinges forned in the members at the face

of the joint b1ock.

When the failure of the specinen occurred in the joint block

Somerville(t) and Taylor(t) observed that crushing of the cornpressive

diagonal (paral1e1 to diagonal crack(s)) sometimes occurred. The crushing

resulted in a loss of strength. Nilsson does not indicate the presence

of this action. Taylor makes reference to bearing failures under the

bend in the bean tension reinforcenent for tests by Jirsa and Marqu"r(o)

in specinens where the beam steel was located outside of the colurur stee1.

As Taylor did not observe any-bearing failures in his tests despite the

calculated high bearing stresses, he concluded that the bearing capacity

was considerably enhanced by the confinernent of the ligatures around

the column stee1.
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Taylor also recognised the presence of high bond stresses on the

colunn bars where they pass through the joint block. Although no

failures were observed by Taylor, concrete splitting has been observed

under seisnic loading(t) .

Nilsson, Somerville and Taylorrs results show that the fornati-on of

the crack and the collapse of the joints can occur within a wide range

of efficiencies. Values of. 24-110 per cent were recorded. Their results

indicate that the parameters controlling the performance are reinforcement

layout and percentage, the reinforcement anchorage and the load

distribution.

Bending the beam tension steel in or out of the joint block produces

a change of up to 85 per cent in joint efficiency. When the beam tension

reinforcement is bent into tþe joint block the radial forces in the bend

act directly on the compressive diagonal. Conversely, when the bean

tension reinforcement is bent out of the joint block the compressive

diagonal strut is resisted only by the surrounding concrete and column steeI.

Variations in the reinforcement percentages have produced large

variations in joint efficiencies. The results for Nilsson and Sonervillers

tests are shown in Figure 2.1. Although the test prograrnmes used

different loading conditions it is evident that 100 per cent joint

efficiencies are achieved below a certain beam steel percentage. This is

due to the reduction in beam strength below that of the joint block.

A significant difference between the specimens tested by Nilsson

a¡rd those by Somerville and Taylor, was the position at which the bond

length of the beam bars was considered to begin. Somervillers design

assumed that bond was effective from the colunn face and Nilsson assumed

that bond was effective fron the bend in the steel except for those

layouts that restricted the available bond length. The actual bond

lengths used in each of the test progranmes was not given in the

literature. The collapse loads for the comparable specimens in
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Figure 2.I do not show conclusively the benefits of the increased bond

length used by Nilsson because of the small number of cornparable tests,

and different member axial loads.

Taylor has considered the effect of lateral stress provided by the

colunn axial force on the bond of the beam tension steel. Tests were

nade by Taylor on bars enbedded in concrete and it was found that the

bond strength could be doubled by increasing the lateral conpressive stress

to 30 MPa. Nornally, without any column pre-stress, the beam tension

bars are subjected to lateral tensile stress where they enter the joint

block. This is considered by Park and P".rl.y( t) to reduce the effective

bond strength.

Nilsson has shown that compressive axial force in the bean will

increase the joint strength. fncreases in ultimate strength of 15-25 per

cent were obtained. Although Sonervitte(t) and Taylor(') considered the

significance of colunn axial load they only used one value of it to

represent the load from the upper floors of the building. Several other

investigations into the effect of colunn axial load on joint performance

have shown that it is significant(t)(u). Although these tests were not

made on T-joints they show the need for a full investigation into the

effect of member axial load on T-joints and the need to use a realistic

load distribution representative of that occurring in a real structure.

Nilsson and Taylor have both developed simple nodels of the joint

block stress distribution and structure. Taylorrs model relates the

tensile stress in the joint block imnediately prior to cracking to the

applied shear and normal stress distribution by using the principal stress

equation for a solid body. The pattern of for:ces around the joint block

is determined from the forces applied to the members and the geometry of
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the joint. Nilsson has used an elastic analysis to show that the

distribution of the tensile stress on the plane of the crack is parabolic.

His model assumes that the plane of the crack is perpendicular to the

vector sum of the force in the beam tension steel and the tension force in

the inner colunn steel. The relationship between peak tensile stress

and the applied joint monent is fotnd by integrating the tensile stress on

the potential crack plane and equating this to the forces applied to the

joint b1ock. Both of these nodels have been used to predict the test

results. Because the models make no allowance for any strength increase

due to the steel reinforcenent they nust be a conservative solution.

Taylor has shown his test results in relation to the predicted cracking

loads. Although sorne predictions were close to the actual test values,

nany of the test values l¡Iere up to twice the predicted values. In all

instances the predicted values were a lower bound. Sinilarly, Nilsson

has shown that his nodel will predict the cracking load very closely for

the ¡nost inefficient reinforcement layouts. He indicates, although

without quantitative proof, that the nore efficient joints crack at a load

higher than that predicted by the nodel. A detailed analysis and

discussion of Nilssonts model is given in Chapter 3.

The two research progranmes have both reached sinilar conclusions

regarding the parameters controlling joint performance. However, because

of the sma1l number of tests and the lack of conparable results there is

litt1e quantitative infornation.

2.2 Seismic Performance of the T-joint

The seisnic performance of the T-joint was i.ncluded in the literature

review for the insight it could give to the more general question of

joint fatigue performance and in particular þerformance under cyclonic

Ioading.
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Under seismic loading the joint must maintain adequate strength

while undergoing large imposed deflections in two opposite directions.

The ability to do this determines if the joint is satisfactory. Under

seisrnic loading cracking of the joint is accepted since by undergoing

large deflections the energ.y absorption capacity of the joint is greatly

increased.

As might be expected, the parameters controlling seisrnic joint

performance are principally those discussed in Section 2.I on the static

load performance of the T-joint. However, some of these parameters are

noh¡ more inportant because of the severe nature of the loading. In addition,

other parameters are now important in assessing joint performance.

The following discussion is principally concerned with the work by

Ha¡rson and conno"(rr), and Park, Paulay and Meggea(r)(to). The last three

researchers were part of a tean at the tlniversity of Canterbury in New

ZeaLand which tested a particular series of specimens.

Failure of the joint can occur in the joint block or in the adjacent

members. Park and Paulay state that in the tests at the University of

Canterbury aII 13 specimens failed in the joint block rather than in the

bean. This was regarded as serious as it weakens the colurnns, and not

just the beam, with resulting instabílity problems for the frane as a

whole.

The lines of force in the joint block are as discussed for static

loading but because the loading direction reverses periodically the joint

block is subjected to cyclicly varying stresses and suffers rapid

degradation. purk(') describes tl're breakdown and failure of the joint

block as follows:

(1) Diagonal cracking occurs on the first cycle.

(2) Reversed loading causes tension cracks to form on
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the other diagonal of the joint block.

(3) Snall shear displacenents across the crack (yielding

of shear steel if present) causes grinding and

uneven bearing when joint is loaded in reverse

direction. This leads to the disintegration of

the joint block with a large increase in volune.

(4) Where transverse shear steel is present (usually

standard for seisnic design) crack sizes are reduced,

and depending on its configuration, volume increases

are reduced.

(5) The deterioration of the joint block can result in

loss of strength and stiffness which is usually

considered a failure.

Megget concluded from his observations of the seismic tests that the joint

block collapses when it is unable to form a diagonal conpressive strut.
park(') notes that failure of the joint may also result from bond failure

of the reinforcement. H"rrrorr(tt) also observed that where the colunn

""orr-section 
was reduced assymetrically by concrete spalling, instability

may cause joint collapse.

The research conducted in New Zealan¿(n)(ro)

Canterbury and in America by Hanson a¡d Conrror( t t

important performance parameters are;

)

at the University of

indicates that the

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

steel layout

steel anchorage

shear steel

colunn axial load

side beams.
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These parameters influence the stress pattern in the joint and/o-r

increase the joints ability to cany the stresses.

A comparison of the New Zealand and the American test results

reveals some interesting points. park(') concluded from his observations

that where the colunn is narrow and lightly loaded the bond length on the

beam steel should be provided fron the bend in the reinforcement because

of the poor bonding where the steel enters the joint block. This is due

to the surrounding concrete often being in tension due to column bending,

longitudinal splitting of the concrete a:rd the possibility of lower

quality concrete surrounding the steel because of sedinentation. They

testecl various anchorage conditions with bond lengths in accordance with

ACI 318 -rr(tt) recommendations where possible. Hanson considers that if

the bond is provided from the face of the column in accordance with

ACI 318-65(ru) then bond strength is adequate. The two editions of the

ACI code state the required bond length using different formrlae. For

the sane strength of concrete and same size reinforcement the 1971 edition

requires 18 per cent more bond length.

. 
The difference in the performance of the T-joints in the different

test progranmes is explained by Megget and Park who consider the deflections

imposed in Hansonrs tests to be inadequate. As discussed previously, work

by Taylor(') has shown the lateral compressive stresses on the

reinforcenent significantly increase the bond strength. The New Zealand

researchers had noted the possible increased joint shear strength due to

the colunn loading but decided against its use because they were modelling

joints in frames with low colurnn loads. Although Hanson used different

column loads he did not indicate it had any effect on bond strength.

Splitting along the column reinforcement in the joint block occurred

in Nerv Zealartd tests(t) This was attributed to the very high bond

stresses caused by the rapid changes in steel reinforcernent forces through
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the joint block. These high bond stresses had been,,noted in the static

tests by Taylor but no danage was observed.

Joint block shear steel is normally only used in buildings subject

to seísnic loading. The shear steel not only carries the large shear

forces but helps to contain the joint block. park(') says that shear

steel placed in accordance with ACI 318-71 is inadequate and that no

allowance should be made for the shear carried by the concrete in the

absence of colum axial load. Some of Hansonts specimens used similar

amounts of shear steel but had more than twice the bean flexrral strength.

Hanson showed that for his tests this level of shear steel hras adequate.

As noted by Megget, the different results are due to the different

deflections inposed in the tests. The selection of the shear steel is

sometimes based on information gained frorn a rigid body analysis of the

cracked joint block. This is regarded by prtk(') as inadequate as not all

of the shear steel in the joint block yields. Thus the steel is not all

equally effective and this m¡st be taken into accorutt when prescribing

steel requirements.

. In a real structure the T-joint is normally constrained by adjacent

beans at 90 degrees to the joint. Hanson says that his tests indicate

that in this situation the joint operates satisfactorily without shear steel.

Photographs taken during investigations into the effects of earthquakes

also indicate that joint perfornance may be inproved by lateral

confinernena( t r) 
( r o) ( t t) 

.

The tests show the T-joints designed for seisnic loading usually

perforn well under static loading but lose strength under seisnic loading.

In the joint tests discussed by Park, Paulay and Megger(')(to) and Hanson

and Connor(tr) the joints had static efficiencies greater than 85 peï cent
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r{ith the majority near 100 per cent. The seisnic perfornance of the

joints varied fron completely unsatisfactory to satisfactory. The

definition of satisfactory perforrnance varied between the tests because

of the dífference in the imposed joint ductilities. Park and Pu.rlay(n) did

not consider any of their test specimens as having adequate performance,

as they all failed in the joint block. The best specimen maintained B0 per

cent of its initial yield strength at the end of the test. Some of the

specinens lost strength rapidly after the first plastic cycle and some

fell as low as 40 per cent at the end of the test. Hanson a¡d Connor said

that some of their specirnens (which had sinilar shear steel to that used

in the New Zealand tests), performed adequately. They noted that the

joints with reduced amounts of shear steel lost strength after a few load

cycles. As noted previously, the different performance for similar

specirnens is due to the different imposed deflections, used in each of the

research progralrunes. I

The seisnic studies have isolated the parameters which control the

loss of strength and ductílity. They highlight the importance of an

ultimate load analysis to ensure that a load path is available even if the

joint is no longer visually acceptable. This design philosophy appears

to be an acceptable criterion for severe cyclonic wind or fatigue loading.

2.3 Fatigue Performance of Joint Components

Investigations into the fatigue perfornance of.plain and reinforced

concrete have been conducted since the late nineteenth century. Because

of the immense nurnber of variables and the complex nature of their

interaction the fatigue of concrete is sti11 not fully understood. The

performance parameters that have received a large amount of attention are

frequency, ânrplitude (stress rarge) and peak stress of the loading.
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conflicting conclusions are given regarding the effect of frequency

of loading and the presence of a fatigue limit.

The effect of peak stress variations on plain concrete specirnens

and reinforced concrete beams is well proven.(rt)(r')( zo)(zt)("') Rtl or

this research shows that reduced peak stress values result in an

increased fatigue life. A""td(tt) has shown the lífe of plain concrete

specinens also depends on the stress range, a reduction in the stress

rãtge results in an increased 1ife. Conflicting evidence and opinion is

given to the presence of a fatigue linit for plain and reinforced concrete
(")( 

")(" )(") . Those reports that give evidence of a fatigue linit

give the liniting stress in the range of 50-70 per cent of the ultinate

static strength. The author believes that nuch of the confusion exists

because of the use of the logarithnic ordinate on the fatigue plots. All

the research so far shows there is a very large increase in the number of

cycles to failure around 70 per cent of the ultimate strength.

A sinilar situation exists with the effect of frequency (or stress

rate) of loading on the fatigue life. The numerous researchers and reviews

give conflicting significance to its importan.e( r t)(' o)( ' t)(zz)(zs)(z+) 
.

Kesler'r(") results show that frequencies of I-6 Hz have no

significance. Similar results are given by Raithby and Gallo"ay('o) for

frequencies of 4-20 Hz. Research by Award and Hilrdo"ltt), and Sparks

and Menzi"r(z+) at frequencies below I Hz give fatiþue lives which are

order dependant on the frequency. However, these tests used different

waveforms for the loading. The tests at frequencies above I Hz were made

with a sine wave pattern and those below I Hz were nade with a sawtooth

pattern. This possibly has some effect on the result but the author

believes that the frequency variations are significant at low frequencies,

(at least below 1 Hz). The above r:esearch workers appear to regard

frequency and stress rate as the same parameter. However, none of their
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tests were made with a squareü¡ave loading pattern to determine if

the frequency and stress rate were not alt{ays directly proportional.

It has been shown that various load patterns and rest periods will

increase the strength of the specinen. Award and Hilsdotf tt) found

that increases in the static strength of up to 5 per cent could be

obtained after a specimen was tested to 30 per cent of the fatigue 1ife.

Hilsdorf and Keslet('u) found that if the smaller peak stress is cycled

before the larger, an increase in fatigue life is obtained.

Different types of specimens fail in different modes and it is

obvious that different stress patterns occur with each specinen. Tests by

Chang and Kesler'(") indicated that the type of failure occurring in a

flerural specimen depended on the magnitude of the peak stress at various

Iocations. Thus a S/N curve for the specimen nay consist of sections

from several S/N curves for each of the possible failure modes. The

significance of this is observed in confined cylinder compression tests by

Takhar, Jordan and Gambl"(ta) who showed that lateral confinenent

produced a significant increase in the fatigue life. At peak stresses of

80 per cent of the ultimate, a thlo order increase is obtained with a

confining pressure of approxinately 30 per cent of the ultimate static

compressive cylinder strength. Thus the correlation of test data from

different types of specimens must be done with care because of the

different three dinensional stress patterns involved.

Variations of moisture content, curing environment and age affects

the static strength and fatigue life of the specit"r, (tt)(zo)(").

Research by Raithbury and Galloway('o) shows that ovendried specimens

have a significant increase in fatigue life ovet surface dried specirnens.

An unexpected result is that saturated specimens are shown to have a

fatigue life between the other two cases. Award has shown that for
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plain concrete cylinders in conpression an increase in age fron 7 to 90

days gene'ralIy results in an increase in fatigue life of an order. Thus

the amount of danage done to a structure by the fatigue loading might

depend on the curing conditions, age and noisture content of the concrete.

Ttre ability to predict the life of a fatigue specirnen under varying

stress ranges and loading frequencies would be an obvious advantage.

Minerrr(to) rr¡le is an attempt to do this but in its original forn is

unable to cope with frequency variations. Hitsdorl'u) says that at high

loads Mi-nerrs rule is unsafe and, 
-at 

low loads is conservative. A*ard(tt)

has developed a cumulative danage theory to account for the frequency/

stress rate effects fron the tests but no independant checks on this

rnodel are available.

The reinforced concrete can also collapse because of steel failure.

ACI Corunittee 215(tt) advise that failure of the reinforcement nay be

more critical because of a more rapid collapse with less warning. In high

load low cycle fatigue the author considers that steel failure is r.rnlikely.

This is because large deflections and concrete cracking usually occur

which increases the rate of failure of the concrete. The use of structural

grade reinforcement also reduces the risk of steel failure in this

situation because of its extrernely good ductility and fatigue properties.

The development of rnathematical nodels to predict the fatigue life of

a structure is a long way off. This is because of the disagreement about

the significance of the parameters and their interdependance, and because

much of the tes l data for plain concrete cannot be applied directly to

reinforced concrete.
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2.4 SUMMARY

The literature survey has shown that the T-joints fatigue

performance rnight depend principaLly on the reinforcement detailing

and the distribution of the applied loads. It has also indicated

that joint failure could occur by bean hinging, shear failure of the

joint block and bond failure on the reinforcement. The fatigue

failure of the reinforcement would not be expected.
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3. ELASTIC THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In order to¡conrplement-l the experinental research discussed in

Chapters 5 and 6, analytical methods were used to predict the general

behaviour of the T-joint. In particular, the range of forces on a joint

¿#ere) found by analysing a typical building frame. Then the stress

pattern in a T-joint was found from a linear finite element (F.8.)

analysis. This study lead to a re-exarnination of a¡r existing nodel to

predict joint block cracking and its subsequent improvenent. The above

nodels are all elastic. Although the T-joint is only elastic for a snall

fraction of its total possible deflection the results were very useful

in building up a general picture of the joint behaviour. The stress

patterns show how the joint resists the applied loads and where failure

is likely. The linear F.E. analysis was also used as a prelininary

investigation prior to conducting the non-linear F.E. analysis discussed

in Chapter 4.

3.1 Joint Forces in a cal Buildins Frane

, 
T-joints are used in nany types of stmctures but rnore so in

nulti-storey buildings. A joint in a building frane is subjected to

loads which depend on the frame layout, the spatial distribution and

magnitude of the load, and the location of the joint in the frame. Sone

earlier t"rurt.h(z)(¡)(t)(u) h., shown that the load distribution on a

joint has an effect on its perfornance and so this was investigated prior

to any other topics.

It is possible to describe the load distribution on a joint in

terns of the load ratios M/P and M/V, and the shear spans of the colurrts.
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Figure 3.1 indicates the position of these loads on the joint. This

research prograTnme set out to determine the effect of different load

distributions and it was important to know the range of M/P and

M/V in building frames. This was determined by analysing a building

frame of realistic menber proportions which was loaded with combinations

of dead load (D.L.), live load (L.L.) and wind load (W.L.).

3.1.1 Analysis of a Typical Building Frane

The frame and section properties are shown in Figure 3.2. This

particular 4-storey, 4-bay frane, *"t chosen as it is typical of the

low-rise buildings erected for connnercial occupancy in the cyclonic area

of Australia. Land costs in these areas would generally be less

significant than construction costs and high rise constmction is

uneconomic. In frames where brick cladding and panel walls are used the

wind forces occuring at the joints are reduced because of the stiffness

of the brickwork in shear. However, this additional stiffness is often

neglected in design.

The load cases DL + LL + WL and DL + WL were assumed to give

the extreme values of M/P and M/V. The frane loads were obtained fron

the ASllTg(")(ts) sAA Loading code. The D.L. of the building was found

by estirnating the weight of the bare frame, plus walls, cladding and

floors . (25 KN/n of beam plus 36 KN at each end of the beam). It was

assumed that the building would be used for offices, a notel or sinilar

occupancy. @ maximum live load of 4 KPa). The wind loading on the

frame was taken as that due to the wind velocity given in the 4S1170(t3)

code for the Darwin area. (a design wind pressure of 5.0 KPa with

factors of +0.8, -0.5 and -0.9 for the windward wall, leeward waIl and

roof respectively). Analysis of the frame tvas carried out by a
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structural analysis computer program called ACES developed by the

South Australian Government Computer Centre.

3.I.2 Values of M/P and M/V for a T-joint

An inspection of the results of the frane analysis in Figure 3.5

shows that M/V lies between 0.01 and 1.41 netres for all locations

vlithin the frame. The AS14B0(to)Corr.t"te Structures Code gíves M/V values

between 1.0 and 1.2 metres. A value of 1.06 netres was chosen as

representative and subsequently used in the experimental progranme. The

M/P values from the analysis indicate that a large range of values is

likely to occur in a structure. Values of 0.0 to 8.0 netres were

obtained. The test program used M/P values of 0.14 and 1.83 netres to

determine any influence of column load. The difference in colunn axial

stress for M/P values of 1.83 and 8.0 netres is small when compared

to the difference between the column stresses resulting fron MÆ values

of 0.14 and 1.83 metres. With the load distribution parameters

determined the joint itself was then analysed.,

3.2 Elastic Finíte Elenent Analysis of a T-joint

An trnloaded or lightly loaded joint can be regarded as arrhomogeneousrr

uncracked structure containing reinforcenent. At higher loads the

concrete cracks and the steel slips in the concrete. However, despite

this known limitation an elastic F.E. analysis rvas used to study the

stTess patterns in the uncracked joint for different M/P values and

reinforcenent layouts. The results of the analysis were used to verify

and inprove Nilssonrs cracking model (Section 3.3 utd 3.4) and to help

deternine the behaviour pattern of the joint.
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3.2.L The F .E . Progran

The progran used to analyse the 2-D F.E. nodel was the structural

analysis program called ACES which was rrrn on the University of Adelaide

CDC CYBER Cornputer. A 2-D nodel was used because of the impractical

corrputer storage and tine requirements for even a coarse 3-D nesh

bearing in nind it is only an elastic analysis.

3.2.2 The F .E . Mesh

The nesh selected for the analysis is that shown in Figure 3.4.

This 2-D model resulted fron a study to determine the effect of different

element layouts on the stress values predicted by the model. As was

expected the different element layouts predicted stresses which were

asynptotic. Figure 3.5 shows the results of the study based on the

number and type of elenents in the joint block. The results show that

the use of the isoquadrilateral elements gave stresses approximately 10 per

cent closer to the esti-rnated asymptotic value than those from the elenent

layout with a joint block represented by 100, 4-node square elements.

However, the latter mesh was used because the difference in results clid

not justify the threefold increase in computing time and the results

obtained from the 4-node rectangular elements were considered adequate.

Prelininary computer runs were also nade with the applied loads

represented by poi.nt or distributed loads. This was done to check that

the specinens members were of a sufficient length so that joint block

stresses were independant of the load distribution at the loaded points.

The overall dinensions of the model were chosen to be as representative

as possible of a real joint within the linitations of the program.

Steel reinforcement was included in the nodel in the forn of bar

elements. Values of 1.8 and 2.9 per cent were used for the beam
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tension reinforcement. Further bar elements wete used to represent

steel ligatures of 6.5 nm dianeter placed at 50 mm centres.

3.2.3 Variables used in the Analysis

The computer runs were selected according to the objectives given

at the beginning of this section (3.2). The loading distribution was

kept within the linits found fron the analysis of the typical building

frame (Section 3.1). The key parameters for each nrn are given in Table

5.1.

3.2.4 Results

The results from the computer runs PRGI, PRG2 and PRGS are shown

in Figure 3.6.

The elastic analysis shows the stress on the uncracked prinary

diagonal of the joint block is parabolic in distribution and is tensile

for only the central portion. Compressive stresses occur at the ends of

the diagonal which is to be expected for overall equtlibrium of the

section and joint b1ock. The compressive stresses result from tension and

conpression forces which act in each nember due to the applied bending

moment. It was considered unnecessaty at this stage to locate the plane

on which the tensile stress was largest because it was found automatically

in the non-linear F.E. analysis which is discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the effect of various M/P values on the

diagonal tensile stress. An increased axial force (P) results in a

reduction of the peak tensile stress. The reduction is caused by a

uniform distribution of the column ayial load on the cross section. For

M/P of 0.2 metres (high colurnn load) the reduction in peak tensile

stress due to the colunn load is approximately one-third of the tensile
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PRG 2

PRG3

-TABLE 3..1

M/V = 0.7 rnetres
lrl/P = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 metres
Beam tension steel = I.8%
Triangular stress distribution
for rnornent on end of beam

M/V = Q.7 metres
M/P = O.2 , 0. 6 and I .0 rnetres
Beam tension steel = 1.8%
Triangular stress distribution for
rnoment on end of beam

As for PRGI but with bearn
tension steel = 2.99o.

The variables used in the linear F.E.
parametric study.
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stress due to the bending moment a1one.

Varj-ations in the reinforcenent layout and amount produced

no significant change in the nagnitude or distribution of the stress

patterns. This üJas to sorne extent expected since the concrete elenents

in the nodel behave as if they are uncracked. They are then able to

carry unlinited tensile stress in competition with the stee1. The

significance of the force in the steel elements is further reduced

because of the relatively snall stiffness of the steel compared with the

overall cross section. Compounding this, large radius bends in the steel

reinforcement were nodelled by connecting two perpendicular bar elements

at an element node. This configuration does not model radial stresses

or bar bending stiffness which would occur in practice in a large radius

bend. The result of this is that the reinforcement after the bend behaves

as vertical column reinforcement and not as a continuation of the beam

steel. See.Figure 5.6(b).

Figure 3.6(d) and (e) show the shear stress patterns in the joint

block due to two different load patterns on the joint. These figures show

that the shear stresses approximate a parabolic distribution.

The pattern of normal stress in the nodel around the joint block

is affected by the presence of singularities in the stress field caused by

the re-entrant corners. Within the limitation of the F.E. nodel Figure

3.6(c) shows that the peak stress near the re-entrant corners is increased

beyond that predicted by a linear distribution. (A sirnilar effect is not

observed in the stress patterns in Figure 3.6(d) and (¡r). However,

despite this effect local to re-entrant corners the general trend and

stress pattern within the joint block is illustrated by these analyses.
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The shear steel elements used in the F.E. analysis were ineffective

because the concrete hras able to carry large tensile stresses. The

forces which appeared in the shear steel were caused by the Poissonts

effect acting on the normal stresses in the beam and columns. The force

in the main steel reinforcement in the F.E. nodel corresponded to the force

in the adjacent concrete because of the rigid bonding nethod used.

Simple bean theory h/as used to check the normal stresses in the

steel and concrete. Large disagreenents were found for the concrete and

steel elements near the re-entrant corners because of singularities.

However, checks on the total shear and moment at various cross -sections

found the forces and moments to be in equilibriun with the applied loads.

A linitation of the elastic analysis is its inability to indicate

the effect of variation in steel layout, a parameter subsequently shown

experinentally to have a narked influence on joint behaviour. Despj-te

this linitation the analysis was considered productive ánd the

results fron the F.E. analysis were used to develop the cracking nodel

(see Section 3.4), as a prelininary to a non-linear F.E. progran and in

the design of the test programme.

3.3 Analysis of Nilssonrs Model of Joint Block Crackin s

It is an advantage for design engineers to be able to predict the

performance of a structure using sinplified techniques which do not require

large amounts of tine or large conputers. As noted previously in the

literature review, sinple nodels have been developed by ttilsson(t) and

faylot(') to predict the formation of the crack on the joint block

primary diagonal. The prediction of the cracking load is inportant for

both static and fatigue loading.
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For static loads and low intensity fatigue loads the appearance

of joint block cracks sometirnes violates service requirements. More

importantly, the fornation of a crack in some joints resglts in the

collapse of the joint at a load much lower than that predicted from rnember

strength calculations. Shear failure of the joint block results unless

the joint block shear forces can be carried by cornbined action of the

concrete and reinforcement. As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the

reinforcement layout has been shown to have a significant effect on the

joints perfornance prior to and after the fornation of a diagonal crack.

Under fatigue loading,cyclic shear displacements along the

diagonal crack can cause grinding on the crack surface and cracking in

the surrounding concrete. This nay lead to a more rapid collapse of the

joint.

(¡)
An analysis of Nilssonrs cracking nodel showed that it can

gener4lly predict a conservative cracking load and that it should be able

to predict the peak tensile stress on the line of the craôk. The

force systen used in Nilssonrs model is shown in Figure 3.7. Nilsson states

that the crack forms when the concrete tensile strength is equal to the

force in the steel reinforcement at the upper right hand corner of the

joint block. The direction of the crack is perpendicular to the vector

sum of the force in the upper colunn steel and the beam tension stee1.

For a specinen loaded as in Figure 3.7 tine crack direction is 29.5"

relative to the column axis. Nilsson showed by an elastic analysis of

the joint block that the tensile stress is distributed parabolically

along the proposed plane of the crack and this has been confirmed by the

author (see Section 3.2). 0n this basis, the force required to cause the
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crack is found by integrating the tensile stress over the aroa in

tension assuming uniform stTess through the thickness of the specinen.

(See Figure 5.8) With crack capacity known and hence reinforcenent force,

the moment of resistance of the joint is the product of the force in the

bean reinforcement at the centre of the colunn with the effective elastic

lever arm.

This nodel nakes the following assumptions. The notatíon is

given in Figure 3.9.

(1) The only forces considered to cause cracking are

those applied directly to node 1. (This neglects the force

applied at node 2 (Fì, which if non-zero has a component

perpendicular to the crack).

(2) The direction of cracking is perpendicular to the

resolved forces at node 1. (There is no experimental

proof of this; the location of the crack appears to be

unpredictable).

(5) The forces are only applied at the corners of the

joint block. (A later discussion will show that the

stress distribution around the joint block is critical

in determining the joint block stresses).

If Nilssonrs analysis assumes that the column force at node 2 is

to be omitted then it is thought that only one half of the force in the

beam tension steel should be applied at node 1. Because of the presence

of effective tension a:rd compression diagonal "nembersrt in the joint

block the shearing force on the joint block is shared between the two

members. To maintain consistency, Nilssonrs model should use a diagonal
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cracking force of (Fs + Fs) /AE instead of (Fs/2 + Fs) /tn . (Fs is

shown in Figure 3.7).

Although Nilssonrs nodel appears to have these inconsistencies it

stíll predicted sorne of his test results very closely. See Table 3.2.

The largest error for the compared results was 22 per cent. The load

predicted by the nodel is conservative in all but one case'and ignores

any reinforcement in the joint block. Experinental evidence

shows that nany of the practical reinforcement layouts prevent cracking

or reduce crack size so that it is not observed until a higher load is

reached.

3.4 Development of an Inprove d Crackine Model

The analysis of Nilssonrs model for joint block cracking in

Section 3.3 revealed some apparent inconsistencies in the model. Nilssonrs

¡nodel is also restrictive in the type of loads thãt the nodel will analyse

as it is suitable only for bending mornents. The following discussion

develops an improved cracking model based on Nilssonrs and eliminates the

inconsistencies while generalising the load system on the joint. Figure

3.10(a) shows the generalised joint load system used in the developnent

of the nodel. Figure 3.10(b) shows the forces at the face of the joint

block which result fron this load distribution.

3.4.L Force Systen around the Joint Block

The distribution of forces around the joint block is obviously

inportant. So that the effect of various loads on the joint can be

found it is necessary to make some realistic sirnplifications to the

ccimplex stress distribution in the joint. This is assisted by developing

a simplified model for the joint block structure.
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Consider the joint block to consist of two parts. These are

an inner rectangular zone and surrounding 1-dimensional members (See

Figure 3.11). The I'nembers'r transfer the bending moments in the bean

and colunns to the shear resisting nechanism of the joint. The

connection between the trmembersrrand the inner zone deternines the

distribution of forces on the inner zone.

Figure 3.I2(a) and (c) shows thro extreme variations of the stress

distribution between the inner zone and surrounding rtmembers". The

different distributions nay result from changes in the anchorage of the

steel reinforcing due to slip and the degradation of the concrete. In

an undamaged joint block a distribution as shown in part (a) night be

expected. A danaged specinen might have a distribution sinilar to

part (b) or (c).

Consideration of the tensile force on the joint block diagonal

resulting from the trvo force distributions shown in Figure 3.L2(a) and

(c) shows the inportance of using the correct distribution in an analysis.

A rigid body analysis of the joint block with the distributed load shown

in (a) results in a diagonal force of (Ft * F;/t/Z while an analysis

of the load distribution in (c) gives a diagonal force of (Ft * Fù/NZ .

The diagonal forces differ by a factor of two. A result of this is that

the cracking loads for each of the force distributions would differ by a.

factor of two. The distributed load in (a) gives the lower cracking 1oad.

This dependence of cracking load on force distribution raises an inportant

point. IVhether the joints shown experimentally to crack at a load very

different fron that predicted by Nitsson or Taylor have a different stress

distribution around the joint than that assumed by the respective models ?

This would require a greai- deal of testing to answer but it is expected
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that significant changes in the force patterns do occur with increasing

load.

3.4.2 Development of an Equation to predict the Peak Tensile
Stress on the Prinary Diagonal

Taking into accor¡nt the possible extremes in force distribution

already discussed the distribution shown iirn Figure 3.I2(a) is thought to

be sinilar to that in an undamaged joint bIock. This assumption is

based on the linear F.E. analysis discussed in Section 3.2. (see Figure

3.6(b), (.1) and (e)). The F.E. analysis also shows that the tensite

stress on the primary diagonal is distributed parabolically (see Figure

3.6(a)). The zone in tension on the joint block diagonal corresponds

to the inner rectangular zone which carries the najor part of the shear

force on the joint block. The material in compression corresponds to

the ttmernbersrr which surround the inner zone.

Using the infornation available from Section 3.4.1 it is possible to

relate the forces on the inner zone of the model to the generalised force

system in a structure. (see Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.I2). Thus,

assuming the shear forces as shown in Figure 3.I2(a), F, and F, are found

frorn the following equation

Fl = Mb (s¡ - D/2)/ (sb. jd) = urlja

F2 = M., (su - D/2)/ (Srj.jd) + Mn (Su - D/2)/(SL.jd)

(1)

(2)

,M,b*, Iufu* and

tfsb, Su and Snrl

* *

where

the bean, upper coluinn and lower colunm respectively.
*

lvf¿ " are as above but at the face of the joint block.

= (Mu/jd) + (Miljø)

"%, M., and MUrrare the mornents at the centre of the joint block jn
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are the shear spans of the beam, upper column and lower colurrr

respectively. I'jdrr is the effective lever arm for the rnenber in

question.

The axial force in the column and the shear forces in the upper

colunm and bean produce forces on the diagonals of the joint block. The

nagnitude of the force is calculated by simple statics to be equal to

the force in the beam or column divided by tIZ .

For the purpose of this nodel, the tensile stress on the joint

block diagonal is related to the applied forces by using a modificd

Nilssonrs nethod (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8). The nodified nethod equates

the forces on the inner zone of the joint block to the diagonal cracking

force. Using equations (1) and (2), and adding the contribution fron

the axial and shear forces in the members, the peak tensile stress on the

prinary diagonal is given by

*
*Nhf 4. K.D .b jd l 2^

(3)

where:
rrfrr is the peak tensile stress on the primary diagonal

rrbrr is the thickness of the joint block

rrDrr is the depth of the joint block

rA6 and A"rr are the cross-sectional area of the beam and

coLumn respectively

rrKrr is the fraction of the joint block diagonal in tension

rrPrr axial force in upper column

ttfl .tr shear force in upper columnu
rrvrr shear force in bean

b-*jd
*

PMu3 3Vq3H.tq+

c
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The results of the linear F.E. analysis and a sinple rigid body

analysis were used to deterrnine the stress distribution in the joint

block for the axial and shear forces in the beam and column. The column

axial force P is shor,¡n by the linear F.E . analysis to be uniformly

distributed on the column cróss-sectional. area (4"). A compressive

column force gives a diagonal stress of #
c

The shear in the beam and column is shown to be parabolically

distributed on the faces of the joint block. Thus the beam shear force

(V) would give a parabolic stress distribution on the diagonal with a peak

3Vvalue of 4Ç where Ab is the cross-sectional area of the bean.

Sinilarly for the upper column, the peak stress fron the column shear

force is 
fu . These forces reduce the effect of the stress due to the

moment on the joint block and appear in equation (5) for the peak

stress as a negative tern.

The equation for peak tensile stress can be used to predict the

forces on the joint needed to produce a crack on the prinary diagonal

once the relevant variables are known. These variables can be determined

from the loading conditions, the structure and the naterial properties.

Good estimates of the value of K can be nade from the linear F.E.

analysis of the joint block. (Typically 0.65). The exarnples in

Appendix 4.2 show how the derived equation can be evaluated.

3.4.3 Model Evaluation

Table 3.2 shows the specimen

nodel and the inproved nodel. The

in Appendix 42.1. Nilsson's tests

layout in which the beam steel was

Figure 2.I). No member axial load

cracking loads predicted by Nilssonrs

improved model computations are given

results are for a simple reinforcernent

bent out of the joint block (see

was used. A comparison of the results
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show that the inproved model yields results sirnilar to Nilssonfs for

this reinforcenent layout and joint load distribution. Nilssonrs

predictions are close to the test results and a marked improvement

would not be expected. As noted previously these sinple nodels appear

inaccurate for sorne reinforcenent layouts as it ignores any strength

fron the reinforcement. Further discussion is given in Chapter 6 when

the,improved model predictions are conpared with the authorrs test

results.



MODEL( Brown ) MODEL (NilssonG)) TESTE0 (Nilsson) Ft

6'3 KN m ó.8 rrum 8'3 xrum 2'1upa

7.8 8.7 10.7 2,6

7.2 8.0 6.9 2'l+

TABLE 3.2 The moment on the joint needed to cause
diagonal cracking as obtained fron sirnple
nodels and tests,
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4. T}IE NON-LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF A T-JO]NT

It is often not possible to conduct tests on full size structures

or specinens and it would be an advantage to be able to accurately

predict joint behaviour overî the fu1l range of loading with a theoretical

nodel. Previous resear.¡(tt) has shown that this nay be possible with

a non-linear finite element (F.8.) analysis. Originally, it was intended

to use the F.E. nodel to predict the test variables which have the

greatest effect on performance and then compare the analytical data with

that fron the tests. Some success was achieved but all the airns were

not fulfi11ed because of limitations of the nodel.

4.I The Non-Linear F.E. Progran

The finite element computer program was prorrided by Dr M. Yeo of the

Civil Engineering Depart¡nent of the University of Adelaide. This program

is a conventional non-linear finite element progran using the initial

stiffness nethod and can handle naterial non-linearity only. The

solution of the initial stiffness equations is carried out by the t'front

solverrr method which economises on corrputer memory and computing tine. A

block diagram of the prograln is given in Figure 4.1.

The program uses 2-dimensional 8 node isoquadrilateral elenents in

plane strain and 1-di:nensional pin ended bar elements to nodel the

structure. The naterial properties of these elements can be varied to

allow for bi-linear stress strain characteristics. Yielding of the

material in the 2-dimensional elements is controll,ed by the Von-li{ises

yield criterlA. In addition,cracking of the material can also be taken ¿i'1'

in.to account. (A sub-routine was added to the progran by the author to

provide a plot of the crack pattern in the specimen after each load or

displacement increnent ) .
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Assenble initial stiffness matrix

Using initial stiffness matrix deterrn-ine nininun displacenent and
resulting stTess pattern at üIhich specinen stiffness changes (in
this case due to concrete cracking)

Add displacenent increment and any out of balance nodal forces

Deternine stTesses at gauss points

Check principal stresses at gauss point with the yield -
failure criteri-a of elenent naterial

Determine a set of out of balance forces to maintain force
equilibrium at element nodes and add to next displacenent
increment analysis.

FIGURE 4.1 Block diagram of the non-linear F.E. progïanne.
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At the tine of using the program it was still in the process of

developnent and some of the tine saving refinements were not installed.

So that the analysís nethods in the progran did not introduce errors the

operating conditions hrere carefully controlled (in particular the load or

displacenent incrernent) .

4.2 The F.E. Mesh

The steel and concrete in the T-joint was represented in the nodel by

I't ,t¡ l.l
1-dinensional bar elernents and 2-dinensional B node isoquadrilateral

elenents respectively. Because of the relatively good "efficiencyil of

the isoquadrilateral elements it was possible to reduce the number of

elements in the nodel below those in the linear F.E. model. This

decision was guided by the results of the investigation for the linear

finite element analysis as discussed in Section 3.2. By using a model

with the joint block represented by 16(4 x 4) isoquad elements a similar

number of nodal points were obtained as was used in the linear F.E.

analysis (i.e. 85 to I2I). Sorne restriction on the number of nodes had

to be accepted to yield realistic corry)uter memory requirenents a¡rd solution

times. The nesh chosen r^ras thus a compromise and the program took up

155K of the available 200K on the CYBER I73 at the University of

Adelaide.

The nesh layout indicating one of the reinforcement arrarigements

used is slrown in Figu're 4.2 . The overal l dinensions of the mesh are the

same as those for the T-joint specirnens tested in the manner discussed

in Chapter 5; thus allowing the results to be conpared.

Because of restríctions on the number of elements it was not possible

to provide bends in the steel bar elements of a radj-us approaching that

used in practice. In the model a bend was represented by connecting trvo

perpendicular bar elements at a node. The bond between the steel elements
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and the concrete elements iqplied that the bond strength of the

connection was infinite. The effect of these modelling nethods is

discussed later.

A total of five elernent-rnaterial types were used in the model to

represent different types of concrete and steel elements. Because the

loads and restraints were applied as point loads the stresses in the

elernents around these points became very large. Consequently, to prevent

premature failure of the nodel these elements had nuch increased failure

strengths. Since they were located well away from the area of the joínt

which fails' strengtheníng these elements did not affecË the fínal

result. The naterial properties for those elements around the joint

block are shown in Figure 4.3. Bi-linear curves were chosen as they were

simple in concept but stil1 approached the stress-strain properties of the

real rnaterial. The naterial strengths used in the program were found

by tests on the material used in the T-joint specinens (see Appendix 4.3) .

These values tended to be close together and a set of representative

values were used. The values of Youngrs rnodulus and strain hardening

modulus were set at typical values for the respective materials. (exceptions

to the above were nade in the sensitivity analysis - see Table 4.1).

4,3 Resul!:

With any new model or computer program there is a need to check its

performance against known data. This was done for the program described

in Section 4.1 as no previous checks had been made. Computer runs r^/ere

nade to check the naterial failure criteria, load distribution ty¡res and

load-displacement control facilities and were found to be operating

correctly. These tests were made on the structure shown in Figure 4.4.

As with this computer prograrn ancl most other non-linear programs,

the successful performance depends on the use of a suitable load or
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comPUteF run data

disp. inc. = 0.5mm

disp. inc. = 0.25mmf-t-
t-t-
I

1

2

3

l+

5

6

inc. = 0.05mm

inc. = 0.05mm

¡_ disp inc = 0.25mm
steel strain hard.= 0

disp inc = 0,25mm

ft = 0'5 MPa

disp

disp

untess indicated
properties ðFe

f-

otherwise the material
as shown in figure 4'3

TABLE 4.1 Data for computer runs.
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displacement increment. In nodels which cause large plastic deflections

the use of load control can result in large errors tmless extremely

small increments or a large nurnber of iterations are used. Thus,

displacenent control was used throughout except for one computer run.

This run verified that the nodel could not be used to check the effect

of colurn load on the crack pattern and the load deflection curve.

Three different displacenent increment sizes were used (rtut 112 and 3)

to determine the sensitivity of the nodel to increment size. (See curve

a, b and c, Figure 4.5). The results indicated that with a beam

displacenent increnent of 0.05 nm the law of di¡ninishing returns hras

effective. The 0.05 nm increment was thus considered acceptable and

any smaller increnent size would have resulted in the already large

computing tine becorning unrealistic. In order to reduce the cornputing

time some of the evaluation runs were made with a 0.25 nm beam

disp lacement increment .

Run number 3 was also used to predict the performalce of the specinen

types (1), (2) and (4) as used in the tests. (See Section 5.1). The

nodel characteristics used in run 3 are given in Table 4.1. Figure 4.5

shows the load-deflection plot for this run (curve C). The load-

deflection curve for specimen B (type 2) is also shown on this figure. A

comparison of the 2 load-deflection curves shows that the model closely

predicts the performance of the specimen in the elastic and plastic range.

Until the specimen becomes plastic the 2 curves are almost identical.

The dlfference in the yield load and plastic portion of the curves possibly

results from the use of a deflection increment which is too large.

All of the runs discussed previously u/ere for a reinforcement arrangement

with the beam steel bent into the joint block. Computer run 4 was used

to predict the experimental load-deflection curve of specimen 10 in rvhich
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T-joint specimen.
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the bearn steel was bent out of the joint block. (Joints with this type

of reinforcenent arrangement had been found by testing to be weaker.

See Section 5.4). However, the load deflection curve obtained from the

F.E. nodel was the sane as that obtained when the bearn steel in the

nodel was bent into the joint block (curve C in Figure 4.5). Although it

cannot be deternined fron the results this is considered to occur because

the nodel is not able to predict collapse within the joint block of

the specimen. Assurning that the model could only fail in the bearn (as

for the superior test specimens) the predictions are thus independent

of the reinforcement arrangenent in the joint block. The inability to

indicate the failure rvithin the joint block is considered to be caused by

the method used to nodel the steel to concrete bondíng which does not

allow slip to occur.

In order to deternine the significance of the choice of some of the

naterial properties a sensitivity analysis was conducted. This involved

variations in the tensile strength of the concïete and the strain

hardening nodulus of the steel reinforcement. These computel runs u¡ere

nade with a larger displacernent increment (0.25 nn) to reduce the computi-ng

tine required. Although the results cannot be compared direc.tly to those

nade with the 0.05 nn displacernent increnent they do show the effect

of the variations by comparing the results with those fron computer rtm 2.

Computer run 5 was the same as rtn 2 except that the strain hardening

modulus in the steel was reduced to zero. As would be expected, there

hras no change in the elastic portion of the load-deflection curve and

the plastic portion differed in that the strain hardening rr¡as alnost

zero (see Figute 4.6 curve d) .

The effect o¡ the nodel of a different concrete tensile strength tvas

found from run nurnber 6 in which the concrete tensile strength was set at
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0.5 MPa. As seen in Figure 4.6 the overall results are the same as

those obtained for concrete tensile strengths of 3.0 MPa. The finite
elenent nodel thus appears insensitive to concrete cracking.

The F.E. nodelling has shown that it is possible to predict the

experimental behaviour of the T-joint for at least some situations. The

closeness of the theoretical and test results indicates the usefulness

of the rnodel in these instances. Further comparison of the results fron

the nodel and the tests is given in Section 6.2. With further

development of the nodel to alloíf for bond slip and geonetric non-linearity

greater success rvould be achieved.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

The test progranme was planned to evaluate the fatigue

perfornance of the T-joint under conditions similar to those occurring

during cyclonic wind loading. The experinental and analytical research

prograrunes were also planned so that they would conplement each other.

These aims were aided by a survey of the literature on T-joint tests

under static and seisnic loading. (See Chapter 2). The fatigue

performance of the joint components was also included in the survey.

Results of the survey indicated that the T-joint performance is

controlled by a large nurnber of inter-dependant loading and joint

configuration parameters .

So that the overall pattern of the joint performance could be

established by a linited number of tests, rationalisation of the

parameters was needed. This was achieved by investigating only those

parameters which were shown in the earlier static- (t) {u)r"irri.(e) {rt)"¡d

fatigue(tt) -('n) tests to have the greatest effect. rnitial.ly, the

parameters chosen for testing were the magnitude of the M/P ratio, and

the nagnitude of the fatigue load. The type of joint used is currently

used in practice. The choice of the variables used in these tests

(Series 1) is discussed further in Section 5.1.1. After 7 specirnens had

been tested it became obvious that specimens of this type were not

likely to fail in fatigue until the number of load cycles has greatly

exceeded the 1ow cycle fatigue linút taken as 10,000 cycles. The figure

of 10,000 cycles being taken as that likely to give protection against

cyclonic toading and is currently adopted in the Darwin Building

Regulationr(ru) . As there r^/ere no fatigue failures recorded for the

Series I specimens the effect of the test variables on fatigue life was
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not observed. As it was considered inportant to verify the effect

of the performance parameters a second series of specimens were tested

(Series 2). The test variables used for the second series were the

M/P ratio and the reinforcenent in the specirnen. Further discussion is

given in Section 5.1.2. on the choice of the test variables.

For practical considerations half-sca1e specimens were used in the

experimental progranme. This raised the problem of scale effects both

in nodelling reinforced concrete and ensuring that the applied test

loads v/ere representative of tho_se on a ful1 scale structure. Further

discussion on these matters is given in Section 5.2, but clearly the

testing rig had to be designed and built to reduce these problens.

The subsequent performance of the rig in the tests justified the

considerable tirne taken for deyeloprnent

5.1 Testing Progran1e

5 .1 .1 Series 1 Tests

The linear conputer model discussed in Section 3.2 had

indicated the performance of the T-joint might be related to the

distribution of forces applied to the joint block. This series of tests

was planned to deterrúne if and what effect load variations have on

the low cycle fatigue life of a T-joint. Specinens h/ere tested under

fatigue load and static 1oad. The static tests provided a standard so

that cornparisons could be rnade with the earlier static tests(t) -(t) rrr¿

between the static and fatigue performance of the joint. To reduce the

parameters involved only one type of reinforcement layout was used in

the Series 1 specinens although two types of reinforcing steel were used.

Test Variables

A total of nine specimens were originally planned for the first

series. The loading conditions for each specimen are given in Table 5.1.
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SPECIMEN TYPE S/F M/P
(metres,

L9o EI,c
(MPa)

Fr
@lpa)

Fy

OIPâ)

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

T3

L4

15

q
o

.F{

t{
o
tt)

I

l
th
c).rl
tro(n

I

I
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

S

F

F

F

S

F

F

S

S

S

F

S

F

S

F

1.83

I .83

I .83

0. 14

0. 14

1 .83

0.14

1 .83

0. 14

1.83

1.83

1 .83

1 .83

0. 14

0. 14

100

B5

100

70

85

100

100

100

36.2

33.7

32.7

35 .8

55 .6

NOT

NOT

35 .9

35.7

36. r

30. B

33.2

33.6

34.2

36.9

1?7

)a

2.3

2.9

3.1

TESTED

TESTED

2.8

3.1

2.8

2.8

2.4

2,8

2.6

3.2

305

300

300

300

300

500

500

300

300

305

303

303

303

30s

303

trwett
rrs/Frt

ttL9ott

ilFr n
c

rFt''
t tFiitt

Specinen as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3
Static or fatigue loading
Magnitude of fatigue load as a percentage
of the test yield load.
Compressive strength of concrete.

Tensile strength of concrete.
Yield strength of nain reinforcement.

TABLE 5.1 Test Variables.
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Not all of the planned tests u¡ere carried out because of the absence

of failure even under the nost severe test loading conditions.

The load cases were selected to answer the following questions

(1) What is the effect of different M/P values on the

static and fatigue performance of a joint ?

(2) What is the effect of different magnitudes of

fatigue load (sometines referred to as load range

or stress range) on the fatigue life of a joint ?

(3) What is the load-deflection or deflection-tine

curve of a cornmonly used joint under static and

fati.gue loads ?

The values of M/P, M/V and load range used in the tests were

based on the results of previous tests (See Chapter 2) and the results

of the analysis of a typical building frame which is discussed in

Section 3.1. The M/P values of 0.14 and 1.83 metres represent extreme

values and are due to combinations of the wind load (WL), self weight

(DL) and live load (LL). The value of 1.83 metres was considered

realistic as the upper lirlit for the tests as the difference in the

colurnn stress for Nl/p of 1.83 netres and infinity is snall in

comparison to that due to lf/P of 0.14 metres. The M/V (of 1.06

metres) and the M/P values are within the range of values given in the

AS14Bo(30) concrete code.

As discussed previously in Chapter 2, research has shown that

there is a large increase in the number of cycles to failure for concrete

as the applied load is reduced to 60-70 per cent of the static collapse

load. This is sometimes regarded as a fatigue limit(")(") The peak

values of the sinusoidal fatigue load selected for the Series 1 tests
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were 100, 85 and 70 per cent of the statj,e yield load. (Such high

intensity loads, outside the normat design range, could well be applied

to a structure under extreme cyclone loading). These loads provided

points on the S/N curve between static yield and the fatigue lirnit.

The nininum value of applied load within each cycle for all tests was

that due to the D.L. of the rig and specimen supported on the lower

connection.

As discussed previously in Section 2.3, it has been shown that

the frequency of loading and stress range are significant in controlling

the life of plain concrete in fatigue. The effect of stress rate was

not identified under fatigue loading although it has been shovm to

affect the static strength of plain concrete cylinders. It is possible

that these three parameters would have an effect on reinforced conctete

sinilar to that on rmreinforced concrete. As it was not possible to

keep two of these variables constant and vary the third when using a

sinusoidal loading pattern it was necessary to examine the loading on a

real structure to decide on which parameters to vary.

Assuming a certain rrty?ert of cyclone occurs, the peak load value

and the frequency of loading on the building will depend on the cyclone.

The stress rate will depend more on the stiffness of the building than

the other trvo variables do. Because of this ít was decided that the

loading in these tests shoutd be of a fixed frequency and variable

anplitude. A frequency of 0.5 Hz was used as it was considered to be

within the range of the gust period of a cyclonic wind storm and enabled

the tests to be conpleted in a reasonable amount of tine.

The previous discussion outlines the processes used to select the

test parameters and their values. The testing procedures used to obtain

the desired parameter values given in Table 5.1 are discussed in

Section 5.3.4.
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Specinens

The dinensions and reinforcement for the,Series 1 specinens

are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. All of the specimens

were of the same overall dinensions and were loaded at the same points

on the nembers. The specinen cross-section was 200 run (D) by 125 nm

(b) and the bearn a:rd colunn steel percentages were 1.8 and 3.6 per

cent respectively. Reinforcement types I and 2 differ only in the

type of steel and the bond length used. Plain rotu"rd structural grade

bars were used in specimens of type 1 and deforned structural grade bars

in specimens of type 2.

To prevent a shear failure of the members in the specimen 6.3 run

diameter hard drawn wire ligatures were placed at 50 nrn centres. No

ligatures were located in the joint block a¡rd for type 2 specimens the

first ligatures were located 20-40 mm from the face of the joint block.

Connection of the specinen to the testing ríg and nachine were made by

threaded extensions on the colurnn reinforcing and by casting bolts into

the upper face of the bean. Two of the specinens (B and 9) contained

B pairs of electrical resistance strain (ERS) gauges which were located

on the steel reinforcement as shown in Figure 5.4. The ERS gauges were

wired in series so that any bending stress in the steel would be

cancelled. Readings taken from the gauges during the tests did not

provide any useful quantitative infornation. However, they did show

that loss of bond occurred on the colunn bars where they passed through

the joint block. The ERS gauge readings show this occurred at joint

moments as low as 9.710Jm which is approximately one-third of the yietd

load for the joint.

The reinforcement arrangement in Figure 5.2 was used in the Series I

specimens because it had been shotrrn to have superior static and seismic

performan."(t) . This reinforcenent layout also had the following

advantages;
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(1) it was similar to joints currently used in Australia,

(2) it was possible to compare the performance of the joint

r4rith that predicted by the nodel for joint block

cracking and the F.E. nodels,

(5) it was simple to construct and is easily adaptable.

The following discussion enlarges on these points.

As noted previously in Chapter 2, the joints which have the

beam steel bent into the joint block have superior perfornance compared

to the joints which have the beam steel bent out of the joint block.

This is because the radial forces at the bend in the tension steel act

directly against the diagonal conpression strut in the joint block.

R"search(t) has shown that the difference in the static strength

efficiency of the two joint types is as great as 85 per cent. Because

of the poor static perforrnance of the joint with the beam steel bent out

of the joint block it was considered to be not worthwhile to use it

for a fu1l scale performance study. With the scale of specimen tested

it was not possible to bend both the bean tension and compression steel

into the joint block as they would have interfered with the colunn stee1.

The lower beam steel was bent into the lower colunn. The difference in

perfornance because of this was considered to be snal1 as the concrete

carries the major proportion of the compressive force in the beam. No

test evidence l4¡as available to confirm this.

Park and Parrluy(n) have shown that the effectiveness of the bond

on the reinforcement is inportant in controlling joint performance. The

joints which had the larger or rnore effective bond lengths had better

performance. The current Australian concrete structures code 451480

suggests the calculated bond length to begin from the inner face of the

colum¡. Park and Paulay(') consider that this may be inadequate where

the clepth of the column cross -section and the column axial load are
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small. Thus, it was decided to design the Series 1 specinens with

the bond length provided frorn the bend in the reinforcement as

suggested by Park and Paulay.

The bean steel was positioned inside the colurnn steel because

it is common practice. This arrangement is considered by Taylo"(') to

reduce the risk of a bearing failure under the bend in the beam tension

steel because of the lateral confinement given by the column bars.

In Australia shear steel is rarely used in the joint block

because of economic linitations and it has not been a code requirement.

Because of this, the test specimens were only reinforced against shear

failure in the rnembers. The extent of the shear steel is shown in

Figure 5.2. Furthermore, it was considered that if the fatigue

perfornance of the joint h¡as not satisfactory, then nethods other than

shear steel in the joint block could be used to improve the performance.

Structural grade (250 MPa minimum yield) deformed bar was used

for specimens 2-9 (Type 2). The deformed bar has better anchorage than

the plain round bar and it is norrnally used in practice. 0n1y Specimen I

contained plain round bar and si.nce the full AS148O(to) code bond length

could not be provided on the beam tension bars because of the short length

of the lower column its use was discontinued.

As noted in Chapter 2, high bond stresses occur on the column

bars where they pass through the joint block because of tlie rapid change

ín bar force in this region. Because the joint block in the test

specinens was only 200 mm deep it r^/as not possible to provide the full

AS14B0(to) bond length of 292 mm on the deformed colunn bars within the

joint b1ock.

The plain round column bars required 584 rnrn for full anchorage

within the joint block. Although the 451480 code does not require that

the ful1 bond length is provided within the joint block it could be
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considered an advantage so that bond slip in the joint block is

rnininised or prevented.

Table 5.1 indicates the test variables and Table 5.2 in Section

5.4 indicates the variables and results of the tests.

5.L.2 Series 2 Tests

During the testing of the Series I specimens it became apparent

that the specimens were perforning better than would be required under

non-reversing wind induced fatigue loads. A specinen tested with a peak

cyclic load of 100 per cent of its yield load had not failed when the

test was stopped at 46287 cycles. Although the Series 1 tests had shown

that a joint could be built to withstand the loading conditions used in

the tests the effect of the test variable (load variations) on failure

had not been observed since no specimen actually collapsed. This is

discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.4.

Another series of six tests was devised specifically to demonstrate

the effect of selected variables. The test variables were chosen so

that the Series 2 tests would supplernent the results of Series 1.

Reinforcenent layout, bond length and load distribution were.rchò.sen as the

test variables. Specirnen types 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 5.3 were used

for specimens 10 and 11, and I2-LS respectively.

As noted previously, those joints with the beam tension steel bent

out of the joint block have inferior static and seismic performance.

This layout was selected for specirnens 10 and 11 so that a comparison

could be nade with the Series I specinens. For specimens 10 and 11 the

bond length used to anchor the beam steel was provided from the bend in

the steel as in specinen 2-9. The only difference between specirnens 10

and 11, ild specimens 2-9 was whether this anchorage was within or outside

the joint block (see Fìgure 5.2 and 5.3). Specinens I2-IS were designed

to show the effect of l'i:duced bond length on the beam steel when compared
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with the performance of specimens 2-9 in Series 1. The tests on

specimens I2-IS were also designed to show how the load distribution

affects the joints performance. Two M/P values were used to do this

and were the same values used in the Series 1 tests (0.14 and 1.85

rnetres). It r{ras expected that the low M/P would result in improved

perforrnance. This effect had been predicted by the inproved cracking

model and linear F.E. analysis (discussed in Chapter 3), and had been

shown in tests by Nilssor.(r). Of the six specimens in the Series 2 tests,

three were used for static tests and three for fatigue tests. Table 5.2

shows the test variables and results.

5.2 The Testing Rig

In nany testing progranmes the equipment or rig used to test

the specimens is not the subject of significant investigation and design.

This is because suitable equipment exists, is of minor proportions or

its design does not significantly affect the test results. During the

planning of this research progranme it becane obvious that a testing rig

would have to be developed as nothing suitable was available.

A joint is only a very srnall part of a total structure and if its

perforrnance is to be investigated in a realistic manner the loading

method (test rig and applied forces) must be able to represent the

rest of the structure. An INSTRON 1280 Dynanic Testing Machine was usecl

to apply both the static and cyclic load to the specinen. The testing

rig was fitted to the INSTRON to distribute the single point load to

the loaded points of the specimen. (See Figures 5.9). Because the

testing rig acted integrally with the specimen its operation was an

important part of the prograrnme. Thus a detailed description of the rig

design and layout have been included in the thesis.

The INSTRON testing nachine is capable of operating in

displacement, load or strain control. The dynarnic operation of the
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machine can be varied in frequency, waveforn and amplitude. An X-Y

plotter incorporated in the nachine provides plots which have ordinates

of displacement, load, strain or tine. The number of load cycles is

recorded on a counter in the control panel which will also stop the

nachine at a preset nurnber of cycles. For this research progranrne the

machine was fitted with a 200 kN load cell. (With the appropriate

load cel1 fitted the rnachine is capable of 1000 kN static load or 500 kN

dynamic load). The nachine actuator (ran) is caþable of 75 nrn displacement

in tension or compression. Only the compressive mode was used in these

tests.

5..2 .1 Testins Requirements and Ríe Layout

An ínvestigatíon was conducted to determine the testing rig

requirements. The following poínts hTere found to be ímportant.

(1) The ríg must be able to produce a bending momenÈ and

shear force in the joint beam and a compressive axial

load ín Èhe column. It must be possíble to vary Èhe

magnitude of these three forces independently so that

the force disÈribution is typícal of that in a full

síze structure. The ability to apply these loads in

tr^Io opposite directions or be readily rnodified to do

ít would be an advantage.

(2) The rig must have suffícíent sÈaÈic and fatigue strength

to comPlete the test Programme.

(3) The stíffness of the rig must be such that rig

deflectíons are small.

(4) The rig and specimen shoul-d consËitute a sËaÈícally

determinate structure.

(5) The dimensions of the rig and speclmen are sufficient

so that scale effects do not occur.

(6) The ::ig and specimen must fit ín the INSTRON testíng

machine.
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(7) The rig rm¡st allow unobstructed vision and access

to the joint block of the specimen.

The photographs and drawings in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the

rig used which satisfied the requirements. The testing rig consisted

of two fully welded box beams 350 mm deep by 75 nm wíde. These were

cormected by the rigid joints at D and C with High Strength Friction

Grip Bolts (H.S.F.G.). The rig and specimen were connected at A and

B through SKF spherical self-aligning bearings. (see Figure 5.6)

Connection to the testing machine load cell and actuator were nade using

the connections narked D and E in Figure 5.6. Both of these

connections contained spherical bearings and did not transmit monents.

The connection used at E is one of a pair built at the University of

Adelaide and designed by Dr K. E. Moxhan for another testing progrenme.

It has a designed static strength of 500 kN and contains a SKF 60 nm

spherical bearing. The load was applied to the end of the beam of the

specimen through connections B, C and the inter-connecting link-arms

which could be noved parallel to the beam axis. Transverse shafts in

connections B and C supported the spherical bearings in the link-

arms. Bolts were cast into the concrete specirnen to secure it to

connection B During the tests the link-arms were initially located

perpendicular to the bean so that only shear forces were applied to the

bean. During the test, bearn rotations meant that an axial force

coilrponent was introduced into the beam. However, these angle changes

were such that this component lvas small. Connection A provided the

transverse restraint to the top of the colurrt to resist the moment in

the upper column. A 200 kN capacity hydraulic jack in connection A

was used to load the specimen column in compression independantly of the

load fron the testing machine (see Figure 5.5 (c)). The oi1 supply to

the jack was controlled using a hydraulic pump nounted away from the rig



Testing Rig and Specimen in
fnstron Testing Machine.

FIGURE s. s (a)



FTGT.JRE s.s(b) View of the connection (E) between
the testing machine actuator and the
lower colurrt of the specimen.

FIGURE 5.5 View of the connection (A) between
the upper colum and the testing rig
showing the hydraulic rarn and fittings
used to apply the axial load to the
colunrr of the specimen.
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The connection between the specirnen and rig at A was rnade using a

transverse shaft on spherical bearings in the box beams.

The position of connections B and C could be varied by using

different bolt holes (see Figure 5.5 (a)) to give variations in the M/P

and M/V ratios as shown in Figure 5.7. The ratios shown neglect the

effect of specinen self-weight and colunrt precompression. During this

prograrune the link-arms ürere used in position 2. Figure 5.9 shows the

member forces and reactions for this layout with unit applied compressive

load. The self-weight of the 1''ig and specirnen was 6.2 KN which was

approxirnately 15 per cent of the load required to cause yielding of the

bean in the specinen. Figure 5.8 shows the joint block forces due to the

self-weight of the rig and specimen supported on the lower connection.

The self-weight was accounted for during testing and evaluation of the

results by referring to the total moment on the specimen.

The test specimen was nade as large as possible to avoid scale

effects. Large connections on the rig reduced the length available for

the specimen members. This was overcome at the lower connection E by

ensuring that the connection between the concrete specimen and the end

plate of connection E was rigid. The effective length of the colunm

was that between the bearings of connections A a¡rd E . The minimum

9"/d ratio for the upper and lower colunn was 3.23 (645/200). Such a

value was considered representative of a full size specinen.

5.2.2 Design

To enable the rig to be used for tests on different specimens it

was assumed that the strongest specimen rvould have a rnember cross-section

200 mm by I25 rnm rvith an S20 steel bar in each corner. The

calculated strength of such a specimen was increased by a factor of 2 to
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determine the design load for the rig and corresponds to a 60 KN load

on the TNSTRON. A fatigue life of 106 cycles at the design load was

considered to provide the rig with an adequate life to complete the

planned test progranme. The design of the rig was carried out using

accepted sinple structural theory and design techniques.

The Side Beams were designed using simple bean theory to calculate

the maxinum shear force and bending moment. Allowance was made for the

warping stresses due to the induced torsion. To sirnplify the analysis

of the warping stresses the box beans hrere considered to be one half their

actual length with one fixed and one pinned end support. The naximum

normal stresses were linited to one-third of the steel yield stress of

250 MPa. Ful1 depth ful1y welded stiffeners h/ere provided at all corners

to carry the out of balance forces and to increase the rigidity of the

section. A design check showed that the expected beam centre span

deflection would be I mm for the design load. Using ASt2S0(t?) SAA-

Steel Structures Code as a guide for design all of the welds were rnade as

full strength butt welds. Lateral buckling of the beams was not

considered to be critical because of the rigidity of the box beams and

the connections between then. The use of simple beam theory, although not

exact on a beam of this shape, üras considered adequate because of the

linit on applied stress.

The Connections were desígned using simple bean theory supplemented

where possible by a mechanistic assessment of expected structural behaviour.

Because of the large forces on the rig and its required fatigue life

some of the bearing shafts and housings were designed in a high tensile

alloy steel (X4150) which has good ductilíty and fatigue properties.

The dimensions of the shafts were selected by sinple bearn theory. Because
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the 9./d Tatios of the shafts were smal1 the shaft bending stTesses

found by sinple bending theory r{ere conservative but the sj-zes so

selected gave satisfactory performance. Because of a need to have a

very rigid structure all bolts between the box beams and fabricated

connections hrere H.S.F.G. bolts which were designed to function below

their slip 1oad.

5.2.3 Fabrication

All fabrication was carried out in the University of Adelaide

Civil Engineering Department Workshop. The large butt welds used in

the rig could have caused large welding distortions but this was nininised

by using good welding practice. Any srnal1 distortions which occuned

were subsequently removed by the nachining of contact faces on the beams

and connections. Prior to machining, all parts of the rig were heat

treated to reduce residual stresses and inprove fatigue perfornance.

Under test conditions the rig gave excellent performance and satisfied

all of the requirements listed previously. At the end of the test

progranme the rig had withstood the static design load and had sustained

0.5 x 106 cycles at 0.6 of the design load with no indication of

distress or failure.

5.5 Equipment Prep aration and Testing Procedures

5.5.1 Specinen Construction and Preparation

Figure 5.10 shows the formwork used to cast the specinens of

Series I and 2. By casting the specimens on the flat, vibration of the

concrete was rmrch easier and sedimentation was ninimised. The surface

of the formwork was coated with epoxy resin to ensure a snooth finish on

the specimen, a long life for the fornwork and to a1low easy stripping.
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FIGURE 5.10 An overall viel of the formwork and reinforcenent
used for the preparation of the T-joint specirnens.

A close up view of the reinforcernent prior to
pouring the concrete. The water proofed gauges used
only in specirnens 8 and 9 can be seen attached to
the steel in the joint block zone.

FIGURE 5.11
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Figure 5.11 shows the reinforcing in the formwork prior to

pouring the concrete. The rvaterproofed ERS gauges used only in

specinens B and 9 can be seen attached to the reinforcing. All

bends in the reinforcing v¡ere cold formed to specifications given in

the AS14B0(t4) code. Any oil on the reinforcing hras rernoved by

acetone prior to pouring the concrete. Where the cover on the main steel

bars was reduced to less than 15 rnn (at connection C on the beam) it

was considered necessary to use ligatures with increased bond length.

The c.oncrete used was a 4 : 2 : 1 rúx which consisted of 20 run and

10 run quartzite aggregate, ovendried Noarlunga sand and Normal Portla:rd

Cenent. The water cenent ratio of 0.58 was selected by trial to

provide good workability and a target compressive cylinder strength of

35 IPa. Two batches of concrete were required for pouring the specinen

and the 150 rnm diameter test cylinders. The first batch was used to

fill the part of the specimen near the joint block as well as 6 No 150 mn

díameter test cylinders. The second rnix was used to fill the remainder

of the specirnen and 2 additional test cylinders. These were used to

monitor the mix variations but were not used to deternine the strength

of the concrete in the joint itself. The additional test cylinders were

a precautionary neasure as the specimens were designed to fail in the

zone filled by the first batch of concrete.

Twenty four hours after pouring, the specimens were stripped and

placed in a fog room for 7 days. After removal from the fog room, the

specinens were stored at room temperature in the laboratory until

required for testing. Prior to testing, the end faces of the columns

were prepared by attaching a 6 nn thick steel bearing p1ate. The

plate was bedded-in with epoxy resin and care was taken to ensure that

the surface of the plate h/as perpendicular to the axis of the column.
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This provided a good bearing surface between the specimen and the rig.

5.3.2 Loading Rig and Specinen into Testing Machine

The weight and size of the rig and specimen made their conbined

movenent difficult so the rig was kept attached to the INSTRON testing

machine between tests. When a specinen was to be tested it was lifted

into place using a gantry crane and a block and tackle. Before the

connecting bolts on the specimen were fully tightened the alignnent of

the specimen was checked to ensure the mernber axes ü/ere concentric rt/ith

the corurections. This was done so that the correct loading would be

applied to the specinen under test.

5.3.3 fnstrumentation of Specinen

The instrumentatj-on discussed below was used in the test progranrne.

(1) The load-deflection or deflection-time curve of

the loading rnachine actuator uras recorded by an X-Y

plotter incorporated in the INSTRON control panel.

(2) The rnenber rotations ü/ere measured by inclinometers

attached to the mernbers at a length D/2 fron the

face of the joint block. (see Figure 5.I2).

(3) Deflections of the end of the menbers were measured

by dial gauges. This was only used for specimen B and

subsequently discontinued as it did not prove to be of

any value.

(4) Axial strains in the reinforcement in specimens B and

9 were measured by ERS gauges attached to the

reinforcement. As noted previously the infornation

obtained fron the ERS gauges h/as of little value.
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(5) Crack patterns were recorded by photographing the

specimens at various stages of loading.

5.3.4. Testing Procedures

Testing procedures htere selected so the loading would be similar

to that occurring in a real structure. The discussion in Section 5.1

describes the variables nodelled by the specinen loads.

(1) Prior to testing the T-joint specinens the material

properties of both the steel and concrete were deternined.

Ttre 150 mn diameter concrete cylinders pourecl with each T-joint

specinen were used to deternine the compressive (Ftc) and tensile (Ft)

strength of the concrete in the T-joint specimen. The compression tests

on the cylinders were conducted according to 451012(38) .rrd *"tu

carried out in the 1000 KN AVERY testing machine at the University. A

spherical head was used on the loler platten to avoid any eccentric

loading due to misalignment of the end faces of the cylinders. Plyrvood

was used on the upper face of the cylinder to prevent any effect fron

the irregularities of the trowelled surface. Ttre Brazílían tests rrere

conducted in the same rnachine as the conrpression tests in the manner

prescribed by 451012(3'). A rig was used to locate the hardwood packing

strips on each of the loaded edges.

The yield or proof stress of the steel reinforcing was deternined

by tensile tests conducted according to 4S1302(4o) and 4S1303(o1)

TWo specimens were tested fron each batch of steel and the average of

the two values taken.

A detailed list of the naterial strengths is given in Appendix 4.5.

The averaged material failure stresses for each T-joint specinren are

included in Table 5.1 in Section 5.1.
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(2) The following procedures were used to test the T-joint

specinens. The self-weight of the rig and specinen u/as calculated to

be 6.2 KN. Before the tests began this was estinated to be 10-20 per

cent of the joint yield strength. To account for the self-weight the

testing machine load reading was set to zero while the rig and specinen

were supported from the load cell on the cross-head. After the specinen

htas connected to the nachine actuator (Connection E) a 6.2 KN cornpressive

load was applied. The rig and specinen were then considered to be

supported vertically only on the lower connection E. Structural analysis

of the rig and specinen in this condition determined the load distribution

due to the self-weight (see Figure 5.8). By re-setting the machine load

reading to zero, the load applied during the test could be read directly

fron the control panel. The forces in the specinen at any time were

found by conbining those due to the applied nachine load and self-r,reight

(see Figures 5 .7, 5.8 and 5.9).

After the adjustment for self-weight the columr pre-stress was

applied as required but only to those specimens tested with a 1ow M/P

ratio. A compressive column load of 175 KN was applied by the

hydraulic jack nounted on top of the specimen colunur. (see Figure 5.5 (c)).

The colurm load was maintained at this value throughout the test to give

the desired M/P at the expected yield load of the specimen. The yield

l.oad was found fron the earLy tests which did not use the column pre-stress.

Those specimens which were tested with the high M/P ratio did not require

setting of the jack to apply additional axial load.

For the pure static tests the specimens were loaded in compression

with 2 KN load increments until yielding occumed. The testing machine

control was changed from load to displacement when the specimen yielded.

The specimen was then displaced by 5.5 mm increments of the nachine
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actuator. Instrunent readings were made after each load or displacenent

increment. The inclinoneters were removed when danage to the instruments

was likely. Displacernent of the specimen continued r¡nti1 the limit of

the actuator travel was reached. This usually occurred at an effective

actuator displacenent of approximately 60 nn

For the fatigue tests the specimens were loaded by the machine

as shown in Figure 5.13. This mono-directional cyclie load had a peak

cyclic value of a set percentage of the yield load of the specinen. The

mininum cyclic value of load was-that due to the self-weight of the rig

and specinen supported on the actuator.

To be able to load the specimen to a percentage of its yield load

it was necessary to know the yield load accurately. An error of 5 per

cent was considered the rnaximum perrnissible. Brooks and Hirst(?) had

tested a series of L-joints with a particular reinforcernent layout and

found that the S/N curve is extrernely f1at. If the same situation applies

for the T-joints, large errors could have been produced in the S/N

curves because of the error in the applied loads. Several nethods were

considered to deternine the yield load of the specimen.

Following Brooks and Hirst the rnethod used to determine the yield

load of the specimen h¡as to statically yield each fatigue specinen before

the fatigue load was applied. This was carried out with the testing

nachine in load control. As was also for¡rd for the pure static tests,

this was unsuitable as it sometimes resulted in large unpredictable

deflections at yield before the nachine could be placed in displacement

control. The deflection of the specimen prior to the fatigue load being

applied is' given in Table 5.2. The significance of the plastic

displacenent is discussed later in this section. The Type 3 specinens

(10 and 11), which had the beam tensíon steel bent out of the joint block,
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did not exhibit a well defined yield point but did have a peak load.

(see Figure 5.15). Because of the absence of a distinct yield load

the fatigue specinen rvas tested at 100 per cent of the peak load.

The static yielding nethod was used to determine the yield load

of the specimen as it was accurate and made no assumptions about

failure modes. Overloading of a specimen prior to a fatigue test

could improve fatigue life, depending on the nature of any locked-in

stressed induced and the subsequent fatigue failure mechanism.

Alternatively, it could induce initial danage and hence reduce fatigue

life below that of a virgin specimen.

Only 1 of the Seríes 2 specimens faíled ín fatígue and ín order to

investigate this further some additional tests were conducted to

show the significance of the danage done to the specinen by the initial

static yielding. Specirnen 13 was damaged in the joint block and beam

during the static yielding and collapsed after 1665 iload cycles.

Specinen 15, noninally the same as 13, was tested initially with a

high colurrrt pre-stress and was only danaged in the beam during the

static yielding. When subjected to 111451 load cycles no additional

damage was observed except for a hairline diagonal crack in the joint

block. At this stage it was tested as Specimen 13. The only difference

being, that unlike Specimen 13 it was not substantially damaged within

the joint block; only a hairline crack being visible ulder load.

An additional 7948 load cycles were applied and collapse had not

occurred when the test was halted. Comparing Èhe behaviour of Specímens

13 and 15 indicates that the damage done to thê specimen by the statíc

yielding could be equivalent to many thousands of cycles of the yield

load. Ideally, this yielding procedure requires further experimental

investigation but this was not possible in the tine available.
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The alternative method considered for deternining the yietd

load of the specimen for the fatigue tests hras to factor the yield

load from the pure static test. The factors required would be obtained

fron the relative strengths of the concrete test cylinders. This

lnethod was considered unsatisfactory because it implied that alt the

specinens would yield at the same location and that the yield load

is related to the compressive strength of the concrete which is not

always true.

fn retrospect, perhaps conventional fatigue testing procedures

should have been used with a very large number of tests applying

absolute loads, not values relative to yield. This implies a larger

scatter of erperimental results but the results can be operated on

statistically. However, such a progranne requires a correspondingly

longer period of time for testing.

The fatigue loading on a specimen was continued until the

specimen collapsed or a pre-deternined number of cycles was attained.

the nininum number of load cycles at which a test was halted was set

at 40,000. This figure was well outside the low cycle fatigue range

considered to extend to 10,000 cycles. A deflection versus log-cyc1e

plot for the most severely fatigue-loaded specimen (2) in Series 1

predicted its life to be greater than 0.5 x 106 cycles (see Figure

5.14). Not all of the Series I fatigue tests werê conducted as the

initial fatigue tests indicated that the Type 2 specinen had a

fatigue life outside the range of interest.

The loading procedures described above were considered to be

generally representative lvith what occurs in a real structure. Holever,
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an obvious discrepancy is the nethod used to deterrnine the yield

load of the specirnens tested in fatigue. The effect of this on the

results of the Series 1 tests was irrelevant because no fatigue

failures occurred. The effect of the static yielding on the results

of the Series 2 tests has been discussed previously and shown to be

a decrease of thousands of cycles in the fatigue life of one particular

type of specinen.

5.4 Test Results

A total of 13 T-joint specinens were tested for this research

progranme. The tests were made with both static (7 tests) and

fatigue (6 tests) loads according to the procedures discussed in

Section 5.3.4. Table 5.2 contains the numerical test data for each

of the specimens. Excluding Specimen 9, only one of the statically

tested specimens collapsed (Specinen 10) although the rest (Specimens

1, 5, 8, 12 and 14) underwent large deflections by hinging of the

bean. (The failure of Specinen 9 was influenced by an initial

application of the load in the reverse direction because of a machine

malfunction. The effect of this is discussed in Chapter 6). Those

specimens of Series 1 (Type 2) which were tested in fatigue (Specinens

2, 3 and 4) did not collapse even though subjected to at least 40,000

cycles of the yield load. The fatigue performance of the Series 2

specinens (Types 3 and 4) varied between collapse of the jolnt block

after 38 load cycles (Specimen IL) to no collapse after 111,000 load

cycles (Specinen 15).

. The joint moment-machine deflection curves obtained frorn the

static load tests on the T-joint specirnens are shown in Figure 5.15.
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in joint
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No collapse
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Type of specimen as shown in Figures 5

Static or fatigue test.

The peak value of the fatigue load as
the Eest yield load of the specimen.

The deformation of the upper and lower

2 and 5.3

a percentage of

angles of the
the joint block.

ttM il

vp
Predicted flexural strength of beam (4S1480).

jolnt when the diagonal crack formed in

Yield load of specimen (tested).

"Static Disp" The maximum displacement of machine actuator prior to
commenclng fatigue loadlng.

"M il Maximum load atEained in test ( > indtcates maximum
strength of specimen not reached )

u

rrM il
v

TABLE 5.2 Results f or Ser íes I ¿rnd Series 2 Tests.

t'Cyclest' Number of load cycles applied to specimen.
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Only three different types of curve were obtained; these resulted

fron specirnens with diffelent reinforcement and loading. Curve C

was produced by Specimen 9 after the initial loading in tension.

Specinens of Type 2 and 4 produced Curve A irrespective of the M/P

ratio used in the test. Curve A has the characteristics of ideal

elastic-plastic behaviour. The strain hardening of the specinens

which occurred during the plastic deflection resulted in a specinten

stiffness of 0.05 of the avelage initial stiffness. Curve B is

non-linear and has no distinct elastic-plastic yield point.

Figure 5.16 shows the change in joint angle during loading as

calculated fron the inclinometer readings. As would be expected the

shape of the curve is the same as the initial portion of the

moment-deflection curve (see Figure 5.15) for the same specimen.

Sp ecimens 1. 5 and 8 of Series I were tested statically and

with different nagnitudes of compressive load in the column. (Specimen

I and 8 had no column pre-stress, Specinen 5 had 175 l(ilI). The

reinforcement arrangement was sinilar for all specimens (1þes 1 and 2)

as shown in Figure 5.2. The specimens failed at high loads by hinging

of the beam (see Figure 5.17 (1), (5) and (8)). The monent-deflection

curve obtained from the tests on Specimens 5 and 8 is Curve A in Figure

5.15 which shows that even at very large bean deflections the high loads

were sustained. The moment-deflection curve for Specimen 1 is not shown

as the graph plotter was inoperative in the earLy part of the test.

Although Specínen t had a yield moment equal to Specirnens 5 and B

it exhibited negligible strain hardening after an initial increase

in strength"
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The first flexural cracks in the beam were observed at joint

moments as low as 6 KNrn. Further cracks formed in the joint block

along the interfaces with the upper column and the beam, on the

prinary diagonal and near the outer colunn bars. There was some

difference in the crack patterns and resistance to cracking on the

prirnary diagonal in each of the specimens. Specinen 5 sustained a

diagonal crack of very smal1 width and this was high in the joint block.

The crack remained snall in width throughout the test. This crack

was possibly caused by flexural stresses in the adjacent members rather

than tensile stresses on the prinary diagonal. Specinens 1 and B

both sustained cracks on the primary diagonal of the joint b1ock.

The photographs (Figure 5.17 (1), (5) and (B)) indicate a difference

in the severity of the cracks in Specimen 8 with those of Specimens 1

and 5 at the conclusion of the test. (Sone of the cracks in the

Specimens 1 and 5 are not visible in the photographs). The greatly

increased cracking in Specinen B occurred with the movement of the

machine actuator from 58.5 nm to 67.5 nm . There r^/as a corresponding

14 per cent drop in the load. Specinen 1 also lost strength (10 per

cent) at a similar deflection.

Specimen 9 (Type 2) was tested statically without any column

pre-stress. The reinforcement arrangement was that shorun in Figure 5.2

a¡rd is the sane as that used in the above tests. As noted previously,

this specimen was initially loaded in tension and not j-n compression

as was the case for all other specimens. The tensile load caused beam

,, hinging'and a hairline crack on the prirnary diagonal. (see Figure 5.18

(a)). When the load was re-applied in compression the specimen

exhibited elastic behaviour but with increased load becane plastic.



FIGURE 5.18(a) Specirnen 9 after the testing machine nalfrnction
caused the load to be applied in the reverse
dírection.

Specimen 9 after collapse at 83 nxn actuatoï
deflection.

Fr GrrRE s. r8 (b)
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(See Curve C, Figure 5.15). At 18.1 KNn joint noment a hairline

diagonal crack formed 1ow in the joint block. With increased load

the joint block began to break up. Collapse of the joint block

occurred at a moment of 36.6 KN (85 nn actuator displacement) with a

shearing displacenent of 15 nm on the diagonal crack. (see Figure

5.L7 (9) and 5.18 (b)). Splitting also occurred on the rear face of

the joint block.

Specinens 10 (Type 3), 12 and 14 (Type 4) were tested staticall

Table 5.2 indicates the numerical test results. The specinens

contained two different reinforcement arrangements and the effect of

the magnitude of the colunm load was also tested on one of the

arrangements. Only Specinen 10 collapsed under load (bearn steel bent

out of the joint block). Large flexural cracks did not form ín the

beam as the yield load of the bean was not reached. A I nn wide

crack formed on the primary diagonal at 15.2 KNm 1oad. After the

crack forned the load-deflection curve became non-linear. The static

load-deflection curve (B) is shown in Figure 5.15. A comparison of

the curves A, B and C, Figure 5.15 shows that the Type 3 joint

(1) has low stiffness prior to the peak load

(2) has a 1ow peak load

(5) has a short yield plateau

(4) loses strength after the peak load is reached.

The loss of strength was associated with a

along the diagonal crack in the joint block.

15 mm shearing displacement

(see Figure 5.17 (10)).
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This displacement caused a crank to form in the outer colunrt bars where

they crossed the diagonal crack. Because of this, the concrete surrounding

this area spalled. The first ligature in the upper colu¡nn had begun to

rrunurind[ due to the shear force in the column bars. This ligature had

partially restrained the deformation of the column steel and limited the

extent of damage in the colunn (see Figure 5.19). During the collapse

(shearing displacenent) of the specinen a Iarge volume of concrete

around the diagonal crack disintegrated.

Specirnens 72 and 14 (beam steel bent into joint block - short bond

lengths - tr4ro different colunn loads) suffered little danage to the

joint block as the failure was due to bean hinging. The arnount of

cracking in the joint block of specinen 12 (low column pre-stress) was

slightly greater than that in Specinen 14 (high colunrt load). Specimen 12

cracked on the prirnary diagonal and on the rear face of the joint block

(see Figure 5.17 (I2)). Specimen 14 cracked near the outer column bars

for the full depth of the joint block but the crack line was not fu11y

inked-in and is not visible in Figure 5.17 (14)).

Specimens 2, 3 and 4 (Type 2) of Series 1 were tested in fatigue

as shown in Figure 5.15 after the initial static yielding (actuatordis-

placenents of 13.8, 17.I and 12.8 nun respectively). These specirnens had

the beam steel bent into the joint block, long bond lengths, different

colunn loads and different magnitudes of fatigue loading. (see Table 5.2).

The danage to the specinens due to the static loading was sinilar to that

sustained by the Specinens 1, 5 and 8 in the early part of the loading.

Specinen 2 did not crack on the primary diagonal until the fatigue load

had been appliecl (less than 10,000 cycles). Specinen 3 cracked rvhen the

yield load was applied and Specimen 4 cracked during the subsequent
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plastic deflection. Cracking also occurred in the beam and on the

interfaces of the joint block and the members. The cracking hras not

always the sane on the opposite faces of the joint block but because

the widths of the cracks wete small this was not considered inportant.

Under fatigue loading none of the specinens collapsed and the increase

in visual danage was srnall. The difference in the performance of the

specinens was srna1l considering the difference in the nagnitude and

distribution of the applied load and the difference in the nunber of

load cycles.

Specimens 11 [Type 3). Ls and 15 (Type 4) were tested in fatigue

after the initial static yielding. (11.6,\3,I and 12.4 mrn actuator

displacement respectively). see Figure 5"3 and Table 5.2 for the

reinforcenent arrangement and test details. The collapse nechanism of

specimen 11 under fatigue load was the sane as that for specimen 10

under static loading. (see Figure 5.17 (11) and S.19). Specinen 11

sustained 58 load cycles before collapsing completely but the joint had

begun to collapse on the application of the first load cycle. under

the initial static loading, the performance of Specimen 15 was the same

as Specinen 12. After 300 load cycles the diagonal joint block crack

had extended. The collapse of the specimen occurred at 1665 load cycles

by beam flexure (see Figure 5.14, section 5.s). This was due to loss

of bond on the beam tension steel which had been pu1led through the

concrete (see Figures 5.17 (13) and 5.20). when specimen 15 was yielded

the only cracks which formed were in the beam hinge. A diagonal joint

block crack did not form untir 76,000 load cycles had been applied. The

crack was only visible when the specimen was loaded and did not cause a



FIGURE 5.19 Specinen 11 after collapsing due to joint block
shearing. The appearance of specinen 10 after
it collapsed was identical to this.

Specirnen 13 after bond failure on
the bean steel

FIGURI] 5.20
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change in stiffness. After the specimen had deflected 4 mm in the

first 50 cycles the deflection renained constarit. When the column pre-

stress vsas removed after 111451 load cycles the total damage to the

specimen was nininal. (see Figure 5.17 (15)). As noted previously,

collapse did not occur even after a further 7948 load cycles without

colurnn pre -stress .

Fron

four. areas

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

the results of Specimens (1-15) it is possible to identify

in the joint in which cracking occurred (see Figure 5.21).

Area 1, consists of a length D of the beam near the

joint block. The cracks in this zone r^rere due to

beam flexre and became very large. (see ¡'ig1¡re 5.17 (g)).

Ãrea 2, extends along the line of the beam tensile

reinforcement and inner colunrr reinforcenent where it

passes through the joint block. The cracks in this

zone were generally parallel to the reinforcement but

sometimes formed at 45 degrees to the reinforcernent

in the corner of the joint block. (see Figure 5.17 (2)

and (I2)).
Thêse cracks were due to flexure of the bean and upper

column

Area 3, surrounds the joint block primary diagonal.

Cracks in this zone were due to the tensile stresses

produced by the shearing forces on the joint block.

(see Figure 5.17 (10)).

Area 4, surrounds the outer column bars where they

pass through the joint block. Cracking in this

sometimes resulted in the concrete spalling. (see
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FIGURE 5.2T. The areas of the joint in which
cracking occurred during the tests.
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Figure 5.20). The cracks were due to high

bond stresses on the reinforcement or cranking

of the colunur bars.

The photographs (Figure 5.17) taken at the end of the tests described

in Table 5.2 indicate the extent of the najor cracks. Some of the cracks

were sma1l in width and were not inked-in and they are not visible on

the photographs. It is evident that within each of the four areas of

cracking the size and significance of the cracks varied. In some of

the specimens the diagonal joini block crack extended outside of the

Area (3) indicated and in others it was difficult to distinguish between

cracks in Areas (2) and (5), and, (S) and (4). Formation of a crack in

any of the areas did not necessarily result in collapse of the joint.

The results show that the crack formation and significance is related

to the reinforcenent layout and load distribution.

The failure modes of the joint types can be summarised as;

(1) Specirnens of Type 1 and 2 failed by bean hinging i

under static load and no failures hlere recorded

wrder fatigue 1oads.

(2) Specinens of Type 3 collapsed by shearing of

the joint block under static and fatigue load.

(3) Specirnens of Type 4 failed by bearn hinging under

static load and by failure of the steel bond under

fatigue load with a large M/P value. No failures

v¡ere recorded for specimens tested in fatigue with

a snall M/P value.

The tests on the T-joint specimens have shown that under static

loads specimens of Type 1, 2 and 4 are satisfactory and Type 3 specimens
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are not (see Figure 5.15 curves A and B). The fatigue tests show that

joints of Type 2 have excellent high load fatigue performance, Tvpe 3

is unacceptable and the use of a Type 4 joint would depend on the

nagnitude of the colunur load .
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The initial ain of this research prograrnme was to deternine

the effect of variations of the colurnn axial load and nagnitude of the

fatigue load on the performa.nce of a T-joint containing a reinforcement

arrangement commonly used in practice. This was expanded to include

different reinforcement arrangenents. The follorving discusses the main

findings of the experimental and theoretical aspects of the project.

6.1 Experimental Results

The perfornance of the joint (Tfpe 2 reinforcement layout)

initially chosen for test evaluation, which is representative of joints

corunonly used in service, was found to be completely satisfactory for

the applied loading conditions. All fatigue tested specimens of this

ty-pe sustained at least 40,000 cycles of the yield load. No effect

was observed in the fatigue life with variations of the M/P ratio or

reduction in the magnitude of the applied load. This occurred because

no fatigue failures r^rere recorded for this reinforcement arrangenent,

even with the nost severe loading condi-tions. Also, as the damage was

nainly in the beam hinge, forned during the initial static yielding,

the column load had little effect on perforrnance of the specimen.

Increased resístance to cracking on the primary diagonal was

observed in Specimen 5 but it is not possible to say that this was due

to the action of the column load because another specimen with a large

column load shor^¡ed no such íncreased resistance and only a sua11 number of

specinens were tested. However, at deflections greater than 58.5 nm

sone effect was observed. (Minor loss of strength in Specimens I and 8

which were tested without any colunur pre-stress). As the effect was
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Telatively small (naximrn loss of strength equal to 15 per cent),

and the rotation of the hinge well outside the linits of operation

under fatigue loading (the maxirm:m beam rotation in the specimen

estinated as 10.5o) it is considered that the colunm load has 1itt1e

effect on the perforrnance of an undamaged specimen of this type under

static or fatigue loading. However, this may not be the case for a

joint in which considerable danage has occurred previously.

ffie yield strength of the joínt was found to be 1.4 times Èhe

ultinate strength of the bean in the joint as given by the 451480(t4)

code. This occurred because of the factors of safety used in the code,

the complex mechanism operating in the beam hinge at the face of the

joint block and the bending rnoment at the bean hinge is less than that

at the centre of the joint block.

The combined static and fatigue tests show that the'Type 2

joint is suitable for use rmder fatigue loads as used in the tests.

A1so, when subjected to static overload, the strain hardening properties

result in increased strength.

The effect of the nagnitude of the column load on the performance

of Type 4 specimens was found to be large. The presence of the effect

was also found to be dependant on the type of loading applied to the

joint. This was shourn when the performances of Specinens L2-I5 (Type 4)

were conpared. llnder static loading with high column load no cracks

formed on the diagonal of the joint block, although there were ¡rinor

cracks in other areas in the joint block. With no colunm load minor

cracks appeared on the diagonal of the joint block. However, the effect

was considered to be snall, as the load-deflectiolt curve was the sarne

and collapse did not occur. This effect had been predicted by the
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theoretical joint nodels which showed that increased column load

reduced the peak tensile stress on the joint block diagonal.

Under fatigue loading the increased column load prevented

the bond failure on the bean steel. Bond failure occurred in the

specimen with the low colurn load after relatively ferv (1665) cycles

compared to the number of load cycles applied to the other specimens

(111451). Also, the specinen tested with the large column load did

not crack on the joint block diagonal until 76,000 load cycles had

been applied. A crack was observed in the specinen with low column

load during the initial static loading. The colunn load is considered

to affect the perfornance of the joint in two ways. These being,

(1) The increased colunn load reduces the tensile

stress on the prirnary diagonal,

(2) The compressive stress ín the column increases

the bond strength on the beam tensile reinforcement

where it enters the colunn.

For this type of reinforcernent arrangement the latter appears to be

the nost irnportant.

The compressive load in the colunn can be resolved into

coÍponents which are parallel and perpendicular to the prinary diagonal

crack in the joint block. The component parallel to the crack will

increase the sliding force along the crack. A greatly simplified rigid

body analysis of tlie joint block shows that when a bendi-ng mornent and

colunn load are applied the sliding force is zero orì the plane of maximum

tensile stress. When the crack is not on the plane of maximun tensile

stress the analysis shorvs the effective sliding force may be in a positive

or negative dj-rection (not yet observed in practice).
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The component of the colurur force which is perpendicular to the crack

acts to ionstrain it. Thus, by effectively reducing the width of the

crack, the sliding resistance along the crack due to the interlocking

of the angular interface is increased and the risk of shearing is

reduced.

The arrangenent of the reinforcenent has been shown to have a

large effect on the overall perfornance of the joint tested with fatigue

or static 1oads. The test results confirm the effect of bending the

bean steel into or out of the joint block as notecl by Nilsson( t) and

P.tk('). When the beam tension steel is bent out of the joint block

(Tlpe 5) the joint has poor static and fatigue perfornance. This is

because the radial forces in the beam tension steel do not act against

the diagonal compressive strut on the prinary diagonal of the joint

block. The force in the compressive strut is only resisted by the

keying action of the outer column bars and the shear strength of the concrete

in the joint block. When the sliding resistance on the diagonal crack

is exceeded the outer colunrt bars are r.¡nable to resist the force in

the diagonal strut and shearing occurs. This failure mode is suppressed

when the beam tension steel is bent into the joint block as the

radial forces in the bend in the tensite steel act directly against

the diagonal compression strut.

When Specirnen 9 was initially yielded in tension due to the

machine malfunction, the joint block did not collapse although the

perforrnance of Specirnens 10 and 11 (discussed above) indicate that it

was likely. Damage was confined to a hairline crack on the diagonal

of the joint bloclc and large flexrral cracks in the beam hinge. It is

considered tl'rat a shear failure of the joint block did not occur because,
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(1) the flexural strength of the bean in the

specinen was less when loaded in this direction

and the beam yielded before shear failure occurred,

(2) conpared to Specimens 10 and 11 there üIas a

greater amount of steel in the rear face of the

column to act as a key to increase the sliding

resistance on the crack.

The effect of bond length variations depended on the type of

loading applied to the joint. $lhere the bond length on the bean steel

was provided from the face of the column the Specimens (Type 4) were

found to be,

(1) satisfactory for static loading,

(2) satisfactory for only a linited number of

load cycles when no column load was applied

(this will require further testing to deternine

an S/N curve),

(3) satisfactory for at least 100,000 load

cycles when an M/P ratio of 0.14 metres is used.

By providing the sane bond length (451480 code value) fron the bend in

the steel it was shown that the joints (Type 2) perlormed satisfactorily

trnder static and fatigue load without any column pre-stress. It is

considered that where the compressive axial load in the column is not

always large in nagnitude, that extra bond length should be provided by

beginning the code bond length from the bend in the steel.

As discussed previously, the nalfunction of the testing nachine

during the testing of Specimen 9 resulted in the joint perforning in a

manner which would have otherwise not have been observed. When reloaded
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in compression, Specimen 9 collapsed due to shear failure of the

joint block at a very large defornation (approxinately 160 nn beam

deflection). Also, the load-deflection curve obtained for the

conpressive loading indicated the joint was mrch softer than if only

loaded in compression. The results of the tests on Specinen 9 indicate

that there is a need to study the effect of at least a few cycles of

reversed load on the fatigue perforrnance of a joint. Normally, in a

cyclone, the loading direction changes when the eye of the cyclone

passes the structure. From the limited experience of these tests,

reversed loading would result in a reduced fatigue life.

Information from the fatigue test on Specirnen 15 indicated the

importance of the damage suffered by the specimen prior to the

application of the fatigue load. Specinen 15 was able to sustain an

additional 7948 cycles without the colum pre-stress and did not collapse,

although Specirnen 13 collapsed after 1665 cycles. As noted previously,

this damage sustained by Specimem 13 during the initial yielding

greatly reduced the fatigue 1ife.

The results of the tests on Specimen 15 indicate that there is a

need to deternine the darnage sustained by the joints under dead load

and live load prior to the action of the cyclonic or fatigue loads.

6.2 Comparison of Model Predictions and Test Results

In previous discussion (Sections 3.4 and 4.3) it was shown that

the models developed during this research progranme were useful for

some situations. In the following discussion these nodels will be

compared further with the experimental results.

Figure 6.1 shows the joint block cracking load for different
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speci-mens, as Predicted by the improved model for joint block crackÍng

and as deËerrn-ined by tests on the specimens. The experimental results

índícated can be grouped as follows, according to the type of specimen

and the loadíng conditions,

(1) beam steel bent into the joínt block, low value

of MlP

(2) beam sÈeel bent into the joint block, high

value of M/P

(3) beam steel bent out of the joint block, high

value of I'I/p

By comparing the experimenEal results and rnodel predJ-ctions Èhe

following Ís observed,

(1) For those specimens tested in thís research

programme the model underest,imates the cracking

load by at least 60 per cent. For some specimens

whích cracked the error is as great as 600 per

cent.

(2) The model predicts increased resistance to

cracking with lower M,/P values. Hornrever, only

one of the specimens tested r¿ith a large column

prestress cracked (see Fi-gure 6.1) although

the model indicated that they should all have

done so.
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(3) The scatter of results from the specímens

with the reinf<¡rcement bent ínto the joint

block is as large as the variation ín

cracking resistance predicted by the model

wÍth concrete tensíle strength as the variable.

Thus no conclusion can be reached on the effect

of the tensile strength of the concrete.

Previous discussion in Chapter 3 has indicated the close

agreement between the improved model for diagonal cracking of the

joínt block, Nilssonrs model and his test results. Further comparison

between the improved model and NÍlssonrs model ís made in Figure 6.1

where the predicted crackíng load of some of the T-joint specimens

(Series 1 and 2) is given. For those specimens with líttle column

prestress, the predieted cracking loads from the two models are so

close together that they have been plotted as a single line.

Nilssonrs model uses the moment at the centre líne of the joint

block as the effective momeriÈ causíng the diagonal crack. The improved

model uses the moment at the face of the joínt block and dependíng on

the raÈío of member length to joint block size makes the improved model

more optímistíc. However, Nilssonfs model uses a stress distributj-on

around the joint block whích gíves a diagonal crackíng force of 0.19

times that in the ímproved model for Ëhe same moment at the face of the

joínt block. A1so, the length of the zone of concrete ín tension used

in the two models is 10 percent greater in Nílssonrs model-. These

effects nearly cancel in this case and símilar results are obtained.

In addition the ímproved model takes ínto account the shear

and axíal forces ín the members. I'ltren these forces are large and ín the

directíon used in the tests, the improved model predicts a greatly

increased strength over that obtained from Nilsson's model.
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The inproved nodel obviously has linitations in its ability

to model the formation of a diagonal crack within the joint block.

Although there is litt1e test evidence available, the following points

are considered to be instrumental in causing the linitations,

(1) neglecting the strength obtained from the presence

of reinforcement and variations of its arrangernent

(the experinental results show that variations in

the reinforcement arrangement produce a large effect) ,

(2) using an incorrect distribution of the stress in and

around the joint b1ock,

(3) neglecting the effect of displacement on the joint

block (sorne of the specimens did not crack until

large displacements occurred during yielding).

The non-linear F.E. model, as discussed previously in Chaptet 4,

has been shown to be able to predict the load-deflectior, ..rtl u .r"i

closely for those speci.mens which failed by beanr hinging (see Figure 6,2).

It is considered that the reason for the inability to show the effect

of variations in the reinforcement arrangement within the joint block

is that the failure in the nodel occurred outside of the joint block.

For those specimens for which the failure was closely predicted, a crack

pattern was obtained at increments of 1 rnm beam displacement. Some of

these patterns are shown in Figure 6.5 with the corresponding pattems

from Specinen 8. Because of the limitations 1n the joínt block of the

F.E. model it is not reasonable to draw any independent conclusions

from the predicted crack patterns on the likely performance of a specimen.
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The F.E. nodel indicates that the cracking originates in the

opening corner. With increased load cracks forn throughout the joint

block and at the interfaces of the joint block and the members. There is

no sudden appearance of a crack on the diagonal of the joint b1oók but

a gradual novement of the craik ?rfrontil paral1el to the primary

diagonal. If the areas of cracking in the test specinens (Areas I - 4

as described in Section 5) and those predicted by the model in Figure 6.3

are conpared, it can be seen that there are no major clisagreements,

However, it is not possible to identify the separate areas of cracking

within the joint block of the nodel, and the fornation of the cracks

in the joint block of the nodel nay be by a vastly different mechanism

than in the test specimen. Similarly, the cracks in Specimen 8 (as

shown in Figure 6.3) can be associatecl with those predicted by the nodel.

The nodel indicates that cracking is nore widespread than is observed

in the test specinen for any given 1oad. This is because of the more

uniforn strength and stress within the model, whereas in a specimen

there is always a plane of weakness.

Figure 6.2 indicates the load-deflection curve for those specimens

which failed by bean hinging. The load at which the first steel and I

concrete elements yielded in the F.E. nodel are indicated in Figrrre 6.2.

The concrete on the compression side of the beam was the first to yield

but the accuracy of this may have been affected by the singularities i:r

the F.E. mesh. Yielding occurred in the beam steel at the joint block

end of the beam at a moment of 22.7 KNm. With increased displacernent

yielding occurred in the beam tension steel elements up to 100 mm inside

the joint block. Yielding also occurred in some of the concrete elements

in the joint block. These elements were located near the prirnary diagonal,
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one being on the inside of the bend in the bean tension steel and

the other on the upper side of the diagonal near the other end. This

yielding nay have been due to the action of the compressive strut on

the prirnary diagonal but this is not conclusive because of línitations

within the nodel, the snall number of yielded gauss points and the

snall number of examples analysed.

The linitations of the nodel, as discussed in Chapter 4, are

considered to be the inability to model bond slip, bends in the

reinforcement, and geonetric non-linearity. It would also be an

advantage to be able to determine the width of the cracks in the nodel

to aid in the conparison with the crack pattem in the test specinens and

in determining the failure mechanism.

Overal1, the correlation between the results of the F.E. modellíng

and the experímentatíon \das not as good as had been inítially hoped for.

However, the 1ímítations of the model have been established and thís wíll

aid future work in thís field.
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7. CONCLUSIOI.IS ANI] SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The ain of this research plîogranme was to deterrnine the

perfonnance characteristics of a joint connonly used in.practice and

also to Ceternine the effect of variations in the reinforcement

arrangement and M/P value.

Results of the fatigue tests on Type 2 specinens indicate that it

will withstand at least 40,000 cycles of the yield load. No failures

were recorded for any of the specimens of this type tested in fatigue.

The M/P variations had little effect on a joint of this type because

the damage was mainly confined to a hinge in the beam.

It was found that variations in the reinforcement arrangement

have a large effect on the performance of a joint. Bending the beam steel

out of the joint block produces a joint which is unsuitable for static

or fatigue loading because of tl're weakness of the joint block in shear.

Under fatigue 1oad, a reduction in the bond length on the bean

tension steel resulted in bond failure when the column was lightly

loaded. Thus, in accordance with the results of the Series 1 tests, it

is recommended that where the column is lightly loaded the bond length

on the beam steel is provided from the bend. A large column load was

found to increase the bond strength of the bean tension steel.

The ability of the column load to reduce cracking on the prirnary

diagonal of the joint block was observed in some specimens but as only

a few tests were conducted the effect is not fully unclerstood for all

types of T-joint.

The improved model used to predict joint block clacking indicates

that large column loads greatly increase the resistance to cracking.
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However, in nany instances the model was found to be very inaccurate.

The results of the non-linear F.E. nodelting show that it is

possible to predict the static performance of the joints which fail by

bean hinging. However, without further development of the model to

allow for bond slip and geometric non-linearity the model is not

suitable for predicting failure within the joint block.

In practice, many of the T-joints within a building frame are

restrained laterally by beams on the periphery. of the building.

Although previous research'had shol'm that this inrproved seismic

performance of the joint, this parameter was not studied in this test

series but it should be included in any future research. During a cyclone

the direction of the prevailing wind can reverse. The effect of only

one application of load in the reverse direction before static test

(Specinen 9) was found to greatly reduce the stiffness of the joint.

Any future test series should investigate the effects of loading pattern

on the performance of T-joints, particularly where the detail is

recommended for use in areas where cyclones occur'.
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APPENDIX 4.1 Captions on Figures and Tables

Chapter I

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

Chapter 3

Figure 3.1

Figure 3.2

Figure 3.5

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5

Table 3.1

Figure 3.6(a)

Figure 3.6(b)

T-joint terms

The force systern that causes diagonal
cracking of the joint block

The effect óf reinforcement variations
on specimen performance

The forces used to describe the load

distribution on a T-joint.

The frame used in the analysis
to deËermine the range of values of l,/t/P

and l"I/V

The M/P and M/V values in the typical
frane.

The elernent mesh used in the linear
F.E. analysis.

The effect of the nurnber and type of
elements on the stresses in the F.E. model

The variables used in the linear F.E.

paranetric study.

The effect of various M/P values and

joint block reinforcement arrangements

on the normal stress on the prirnary

diagonal.

The force in the "steel reinforcernenttr elements

of the F.E. model (frorn computer run PRG1 , l"l/P

= 1.0 metres)

Patterns of norrnal stress in the linear
F.E. nodel from computer rr.¡n PRGI (M/P = 1.0

netres).

Figure 5.6(c)
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Figure 5.6(d)

Figure 5.6(e)

Figure 5.7

Figure 3.8

Figure 5.9

Figure 3.10

Figure 3.11

Figure 3.12

Table 3.2
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The shear stress in the joint block elements

adjacent to the beam and column reinforcement.

The load is a moment of lKNm applied Èo the

beam of the T-joint

The shear stless distribution in the

joint block elements adjacent to the beam and

column reinforcemenÈ. The load is a force of
I KN on the end of the beam of the T-joínt
(350 mn lever arm)

The sysËem of forces in Nilssonts model for
joint block cracking

The normal stress distributi-on on the primary

diagonal as used in Nilssonrs model for joínt
block crackíng

Forces on the joint block resulting fron
moment in the members of the joint.

Forces in a real structure.

Stmcture of inproved joint block model.

Possible distributions of moment induced

shear forces on the inner zone of the
joint block.

The noment on the joint needed to cause

diagonal cracking as obtained from sinple
models and tests.
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Appendix 4.1 continued

Chapter 4

Figure 4.4

Figure 4.5

Chapter 5

Figure 4.1 Block diagram o€ the non-lineai
F.E. program.

Fígure 4.2 The element mesh used in the 11ôn-linear

F.E. model

Figure 4.3 The stress strain properties of the

material used in the nodel to predict
the test results.

Table 4. 1 Data for computer runs.

The structure used to check the

operation of the F.E. program.

The effect of bearn displacement increment

size on the ability of the F.E. nodel

to predict the load-deflection curve of a

T-joint specimen.

Figure 4.6 The results of the sensitivity analysis
on the F.E. nodel to determine the effect
of different material properties on the

load-defl-e ction curve .

Table 5.1 Test variables.

Figure 5.1 T-joint specinen dinensions.

Figure 5.2 Series I specimens.

Figure 5.3 Series 2 specinens.
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Appendix 4.1 continued.. . .

Figure 5.4

Figure 5.5(a)

Fígure 5.5(b)

Figure 5.5(c)

Figure 5.6

Figure 5.7

Figure 5.8

Figure 5.9

Figure 5.10

Figure 5.11

The ERS gauge locations in specinens

8 and 9.

Testing rig and specimen in INSTRON

testing machine.

View of the connection (E) between

the testing machine actuator and the

lower colurn of the specinen.

View of the connection (A) between the

upper colurnn and the testing rig
showing the hydraulic ran and fittings
used to apply the axial load to the

colurnn of the specinen.

General arfrangement of testing rig
and specinen.

Joint block force distribution due to

a ï KN load applied to test rig.

Joint block forces due to deadload of
rig and specinen.

The rnenber forces and reactions in the

specinen and testing rig due only to
applied 1oads.

An overall view of the formwork and

reinforcement used for tlie preparation

of T-joint specimens.

A close-up view of the reinforcement

prior to pouring the concrete.
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Figure 5.12

Figure 5.13

Figure 5.14

Table 5.2

Figure 5.15

Figure 5. 16

Figure 5.17

Figure 5.18 (a)

Figure 5.18 (b)

Figure 5.19

Figure 5.20
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The location of the inclinometers
used to determine the change in the

joint franglesrr.

The load pattern used to deternine

the fatigue life of a T-joint specimen.

The effect of reinforcement layout on

the nunber of cycles to failure.

Test results for Series 1 and 2 tests.

Static load versus deflection (machine actuator)
for Series 1 and 2 specímens

Statíc load versus joint deforrnatíon (angle

change) for Series 1 and 2 specímens

The specimens at the end of the static
or fatigue tests as indicated in Table 5.2.

Specimen 9 after a testing machine nalfunction
caused the load to be applied in the reverse
direction
Specimen 9 after collapse at 83 mm actuator

deflection (36.6 KNn joint moment).

Specirnen 11 after collapsing due to joint
block shearing.

Specirnen 13 after bond failure on the bean

steel.
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Appendix 4.1 continued... ..

Chapter 6 I

Figure 6.1

Figore 6.2

Figure 6.5(a) The crack patterns predicted by the

F.E. nodel.

Figure 6.3(b) The crack patterns in Specimen 8.

Figure 6.3(c)

The load to cause a crack on the

prirnary diagonal of the joint block
as determined fron nodels and testing.

The load-deflection curve for a T-joint
specinen obtained fron the F.E. model and

testing.

The areas of the joint in which cracking
occurred during the tests.
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APPENDIX 
^.2 

Computations using the Inproved l'4ode1 for Joint
Block Cracking

A.2.I Conrputations to check improved model against
Nilssonrs model and test results for the cracking
load of the joint block.

In this case

P=0

V

V=MO/SO=MO/t570

Hu = \/2040

I'f, =M,.x(1470/1570)D D = ò.s+ 1,tr

M., = (Mb/z) x (920/1020)

=0.45%=M¿

Ê
Ê

cr.\t
R

E
Eoo(\

200mm

A b = 200 rrn
I

1570 mm I D = 200 nrn

id = o.B5 xr73
= 147 mm

(.)

K = 0.66 (portion of joint block diagonal turder tension as obtained

frorn Figure 3.6(a) - non-linear F.E. analysis)

Substituting into formula for peak stress on diagonal (Section 3.4.2)

f = Mb [0.94/147 + (0.4s x2)/L47 ]x3/Ø x200 x200 x0.66)

-\ x I.5/(2 x200 x200 x 2040) -IL * I.s/(2 x200 x200 x 1570)

f=0.334x10-6 xMb

Substituting the concrete tensile strengths fron Nilssontr(t) tests,

i.e. 2.I, 2.6 and 2.4 NPa, gives the results in Table 3.2, Section 3.4.

^.2.2 
Calculations to deternrine the peak tensile stress
on the joint block diagonal as given by the current
nodel for oint block cr:ackin

Dimensions of tl-re specimen are those given in Figure 3.4 in

Section 3.2 fot the non-Iinear F.E. analysis.
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S, =S =S^=350mmDuy.

D=200run

i ;= 200 x 0.66
o

= 132 mm.

u
0.557 kNn = MU

Substitute into equation for peak tensile stress (see Section 3 .4.2)

,tE
€
c,o¡\

il€
lmm

350mm

Case 1

MO/P = 0.2 netres \/V = 0.7 metres % = 1.0 KNn

N{
b

0.66 (portion of joint block diagonal under tension

as obtained frorn Figure 5.6(a) - non-linear F.E.

analysis) .

0.857 kñn
*

0.357 kNrn = M^
x,

*
M.
u

Substitute into equation for peak tensile stress (see Section 5.4.2)

f = 44.0 MPa

Case 2

N,\/P = 1.0 netres \/V = 0.7 metres % = 1.0 KNn

K = 0.66 (portion of joint block diagonal under tension

M
b

as obtained from Figure 3.6(a) - non-línear F.E. analysis"
*

= 0.857 kNn

* lk
M

K

*

f = 54.0 MPa
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APPENDIX 4.3 Strength of Materials used in T-joint Specinens

CONCRETE MIX 1 MIX 2

z
t!
l-t(J
r¡l
o.(n

COMPRESSION BRAZILIAN cPN BRt

Þl
frl
IL¡
E-,(t)

Cr Cz Cg Ft"
(MPa) (lt{Pa) (N'rPa) (lv'tra)

T1 Tz Ts Ft
(l"Pa) (MPa) (l'{Pa) (I,lPa)

F¿

(I{Pa)

Ft
(lvtra)

ty
(I'lPa)

I
a1.

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

I2

13

I4

15

36. 0

34 "r
3r.6
34.5

34.3

35 .3

55 .4

36. 0

50. 0

32.9

33.3

35.6

37.6

36.5

33.6

33.7

s3.6

36.3

37.0

3s.6

31.0

33.4

34.7

33.7

36.3

2.3.

5.0
2.0
to

5.0

T

T

2.8

3.2

2.9
a1

2.6

2.8

2.7

J.J

3.r
3.0

2.5

3.0

2.7
2"9

2.3

2.9

3.I
D

D

2,8

3.1

2.8

2.8

2.4

2.8

2.6

3.2

34.3

3s.9

58.0

3s.7

3s. 9

34.1

32.r
3s.6
34.2

38.4

36. 9

3s.7

2.6

3.2

3.2

3.4

2.9

2.7

2.5

3.2

3.4

2.6
1'7

303

300

300

300

300

500

300

300

500

303

305

303

303

s03

503

- 36.2

33.s 33.7

32.8 32.7

33.4 33.8

36.2 35.6

NOT
tioT

35.4 35.4

36.2 3s.7

36.2 36.L

3r.2 30.8

3s.3 33.2

32"7 33.6

33.1 34 .2

36 .8 36 .9

6

1

I
B

J

7

2

4

E

E

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

J

2.8

2.3

2.9

3.1

STE
STE

3.0

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.4

2.8

3.I
2.9

ilF .tt Yield strength of 516 Bars $fPa)
(yield strength of S12 Bars - 298 MPa)
(Proof strength of 6.3 mm ligatures - 498 MPa.)

Strength of concrete test cylinders (Upa)

v

ttFål' and rrFarr Average of individual test values for compressive
- and tensile concrete strength (ttpa)

rrcil aJld ilTrr
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